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Mrs. Crittenden To
Graduate In Spring

Seen&Heard
Around
Murray
Harry Smith was up in the top
of the court house this week,
putting electricity up there so
they could have some light to
see how to get the clock working
again and found some old "3-in1" oil bottles. A little folder was
in the carton with the bottles
which explained the many uses
of this oil. The folder noted that
the oil came in one ounce bottles
at 10 cents, three ounce bottles
at 25 cents and eight ounces
bottles at 50 cents. "A half-apint for half a dollar". Harry
also found a Ledger and Times
advertising the Nash of 1930. No
telling what is in the upper part
of the court house, up under
some rafter. Anyway Harry
gave us one of the bottles which
has'Three in One" on each side
of the bottle raised in the glass.
We did not even know the oil
ever came in bottles, but it did.
The folder was dated January
1918 and also proclaimed that
you can now get the oil in cans.
That's the only way we ever saw
We took the bottle home and
let it soak in warm soapy water
for about thirty minutes and all
le the dirt and crud came off to
• reveal a light blue or light green
bottle, clear as a bell. The
"Three-in-One" is easily read.
Must have had a stopper in it
because the mouth of the small
bottle is smooth.

The Ray Crittenden who was
included in the Dean's List at
Murray State University for
list semester is Ray Jean
"Jeanie" Crittenden.
Mrs. Crittenden will do her
student teaching this semester
and will graduate at the end of
the spring semester. Her
scholastic record has been
excellent throughout her four
years of college.
Mrs. Crittenden, her husband,
Howard, and their son, Howie
reside on Doran Read. Mr.
Crittenden is principal at
--Gelieway-County High School.
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Lady the inside dog was
• _strangely yesterday
She stood there in the
rn,
kitchen eart,--then came in to
us, then went baCk in the kitchen. We finally "get, the
message. Her water bowl 'as
empty. She pranced around
while we got the water and
apologized for allowing it to get
empty. She was thirsty. She has
one of those double water bowls
and both of them were dry as a
bone.
We filled them both much to
her delight.
She's going on 19 ( in August)
so she pretty well runs things.
George and Mildred Hodge
have a Chihuahua named
Pancho whose headquarters are
in a bathroom. When his water
bowl gets empty, he just picks it
up and takes it to the middle of
the living room as his way of
announcing that he needs a
refill.

Joseph Cartwright
Speaker For Sigmas

Two Fatally Injured
In Auto Wreck Here
Pickup
And Car
Two persons, Herbert Blair
Felts of Dodson Avenue,
Murray, and Mrs. Robert Rae
(Beverly Fay) Kinney of 1508
Valentine Drive, Murray, have
died as the result of a car and
truck collision on Highway 121
(Coldwater Road)in front of the
Calloway County Fairgrounds.
Felts, age 21, driving a 1968
Oldsmobile Cutlass, was
pronounced dead on arrival at
the Murray-Calloway—County

Basketball
Contest Is
February 19

contact with every patient
writing and readin letters,
shopping, etc„ for the patients
in both the main hospital and
the convalescent division.
The Murray woman has been
u volunteer for the Ameriqm •
Red Cross for four years. She is
presently donating several
hours per week at the Visitors'
Control Desk at the local
hospital. She assists with the
devotional program at the
Convalescent Division every
Wednesday.
Mrs. Glover is presently
serving as president of the
Presbyterian
Cumberland
Women of the North Pleasant
Grove Church where her
husband serves as pastor. Rev.
Glover alifiteaches in Marshall
County.
The honor recipient also
serves as treasurer of the
Church Women United. She has
served as treasurer of the
Marylrna Frost Circle of the
," ii-Chritin
women's Society'
Service of the First United
Methodist Church. While
The Sigma Department of the working with this church she
Murray Woman's Club will hold
(Continued on Page Eight)
its regular monthly meeting on
Monday, February 14, at 7:30
p.m. at the club house.
Joseph Cartwright, assistant
professor in --,the history
department at Murray State
University, will be the guest
County
Calloway
The
speaker for the program on National Farmers Organization
"Black History", according to will
annual
its
have
the scheduled program.
"Sweetheart Night" at the
The hostesses will be Mrs. Southside Restaurant on
James Parker, Mrs. Mona Monday, February 14, at seven
Purdom, Mrs. Bill Wyatt, Mrs. p.m.
Ken Harrell, Mrs. Buddy
Johnny Williams, president of
Valentine, and Mrs. Walter the Calloway NFO, said an
Jones, Jr.
election of officers will be held
Mrs. Gus Robertson, Jr., and urged all members to atchairman, and Mrs. Clegg tend. The women will be special
Austin, vice-chairman, urge all guests of the men for the
members to attend.
meeting.

Mrs. Edd (Kathryn)Glover of
Murray has been named as
"Outstanding Worn Citizen of
the Year" by the OMICRON
Alpha Chapter of the Tau Phi
Lambda Sorority, Woodmen of
the World, at a special meeting
held at Captain's Kitchen.
The presentation of the
engraved bronze-walnut plaque
was made to Mrs. Glover by
OK, so we like old bottles.
Mrs. Jeanie Lamb, chapter
president, on behalf of the
Sort of like the kid away at chapter. The plaque reads as
college who liked ties with follows: "In appreciation of
stripes in them, shirts with dots commendable service this
in them, and letters from home honor plaque la presented to
with checks in them.
-- Kathryn Kyle Glover by t
-lWoodmen of the --World Tile
at
Doves
of
Big bunch
Insurance Society."
feeder this morning. Also two
adMrs. Glover was
Squirrels who are feeding on the
ve hostess at the
ministrati
two
Juncoes,
several
ear corn,
Murray-Calloway County
Cardinals, two Towhees,
Hospital from April 1964 to
several Sparrows, a Blue Jay
November 1968. She had daily
and old Gov. from next door.
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In Our 93rd Year

The Murray Optimist Club
will hold a basketball skill
contest for boys from 0-13 in the
Murray Middle School gym
February 19.
The contest is called the
Optimist Tri-Star Basketball
Contest. It is a contest composed of three basic skills in
basketball; passing, dribbling,
and shooting. It was originated
in Dayton, Ohio in 1968, and this
year more than 250 Optimiet
clubs will be conducting
tests in various parts of their
cities in many areas of the
United States and Canada.
Boys compete in six age
groups against other boys their
same age. The only equipment
required is a pair of gym shoes.
The competition consists of
passing, (six tries at a 12 inch
target from varying distances
based on the boy's age) driba
bling for speed around
measured course, and shooting
( three from the left side, three
from the center, and three from
the 'right side, at varying
distances according to age.)

TWO PERSONS DIED from injuries sustained when 1W. pickup truck, Sep phelle, Ind the
automobile, lower photo, collided in front of the Calloway County Fairgrounds early Mu**OIL
There will be trophies in gold, Herbert Felts, 21, of Dodson Ave., driver of the automobile, wasirmounced dead eia antral at
silver and bronze for the first Murray-Callowaylloopital and hiW. Robert Kinney,a passenger in fie pickup truck,died early this
three winners in each age niesks at Lourdes lissidialja Paine*IL
geoup;-- Each participant will Staff Photos By David Hill
also receive his own personalized score card.
Each boy may enter only once
a year. Entry blanks are
available locally at Roses
Department Store. Boys
planning to enter must register
at Roses today from 1;00-5:00
p.m., or Monday through
for both
Friday, February 14-18, from
By David Hill
lakers just overpowered their was high point man
4:00-5:30 p.m.
guests, the Benton Indians, and teams.
Ledger & Times Sportswriter
Lest night was a special night
treated the returning grads to
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will compete starting at 9:00 officials generally just minded homecoming queen in pregaar
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•
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1968
the
The
.
let
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ceremonies
business
own
their
a.m. Boys 11-13 will
before the opening tipoff, and
starting at 1:00 p.m. Any boy teams play the game the way it of Calloway County High were
of the action
the honored guests and were has to sit out much
whose birthday falls on or was meant to be played.
so, last night,
Not
bench.
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the
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to
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a
be
given
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It was a fitting
before March-I5, 1972
thoagh. The only reason Wells
homecoming game at the school.
classified in the older category. impressive
sat down was becuase his work
their
in
led
were
takers
unusually
The
be
an
will
before
n
ceremony
competitio
Regional
was over; the Lakers had over a
February 28 for the winners large crowd at Calloway County attack by bid James Wells with
point lead.
forty
from the West Kentucky area. High School last night The 19 points and 12 rebounds. Wells
There was really no question
about the outcome of the game

The Weather
Occasional areas of rain developing over the state today
and ending from the west
tonight. Rain possibly beginning as brief wet snow north
this morning. Increasing cloudiness today and mostly cloudy
tonight except for clearing west
tonight. Partly cloudy Sunday.
Little change in temperatures
through Sunday. Highs this afternoon and Sunday in the mid
40s to the low 50s. Lows tonight
in the upper 20s and low 3ks.
Extended outlook Monday
thru Wednesday.
Partly cloudy Monday and
Tuesday west with rain ending
Monday east and becoming
partly cloudy Tuesday.(lance
• of rain Wednesday. No impor--• temperature changes..
. Loin in the upper 20s and low
Miss Susan Pigg was selected as the 1972 Homecoming Queen at Calloway
.30s. Highs in the mid 40s to mid
High School last night. Other candidates for the honor were, left to right,
County
See.

.1iiii11111111ader4nso
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One Injured
Last Night
In Wreck

Another car and truck
collision occurred last night at
6:40 on Highway 121 (Coldwater
Road 3.2 miles from Murray in
front of the C.C. Farless home
near Stella.
Phillip Stanley Darnell of
Rarmington Route One, age 18,
sustained cuts and bruises in
the collision and was 'given
treatment at the emergency
room of the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital after being
taken there by a Max Churchill
ambulance.
Vehicles involved were a 1967
(Continued sa Page Eight) s Chevrolet pickup driven Susan Scruggs of
Carolyn
Murray Route one age 34, and a
1967 Chevrolet dedan driven by
Darnell, according to Kentucky
Charles
Trooper
State
Stephenson who investigated
the accident.
Trooper Stephenson said Mrs.
Two hundred and thirty two
going east, was
Scruggs,
be
will
of
1971
outstanding books
turn into the
left
a
making
on display in the library at
driveway to her home near the
Murray High School during the
home. Darnell, also
week of February 14, from Farless
lost control of his car
east,
going
eight a.m, to three p.m.
with his right side hitting the
This exhibit includes basic
left front of the truck, the
supplementary reading for
said. The Darnell car
young people in all area; of trooper
went into a big ditch on the
then
the
for
year,
this
Also,
teaching.
the road, turned
first time, professional books, north side of
landed on its top,
dealing with and touching on over, and
said.
many problems that confront Stephenson
Mrs. Scruggs was not injured
educators today are on display.
able to drive her truck
Books on Exhibit, supplier of and was
the scene. Thefrom
away
this collection, is a national
car was towed away by
exhibiting operation serving Darnell
Tabers Wrecker Service and
schools and colleges.
extensively.
Interested citizens, par- was damaged
The accident occurred while
ticularly parents, librarians,
still _congested-teachers, and administreters Ale traffic apt
truck accident
and
car
the
after
are invited to come by Murray
Murray 'On the same
High School and browse through nearer
which two persons
collection, a hig'iway in
.,this
- interesting
injuries.
from
died
'have
school spokesman sail.
•

Books On Exhibit
At Murray High
School This Week

(Continued on Page Eightl

Mrs. Kinney,40, passenger in
the 1972 Ford Sports Custom
camper truck driven by her
husband, expired this morning
at 3:30 at Lourdes Hospital,
Paducah. She was given
emergency treatment at the
local hospital and transferred
by ambulance to the Paducah
ospital.
Mr. Kinney was also injured
and is now a patient at the _
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital where he is listed in
satisfactory condition.
Kentucky State Trooper
inStephenson
Charles
vestigated the collision which
occurred at 5`.15 p.m. Friday
2.4 miles west of Murray.
Kinney was going west on the
highway and Felts was going
east when the headon collision
occurred.
Felts was still in his car after
the collision, but the front end
was completely demolished and
the windshield and a portion of
the car was still on the north
side of the highway after the car
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Deaths reported are Cameron Pool, age 57, who died today at
his home and Mrs. Nora Ezell,age 76, who died today at her home
on Murray Route Six...:
Mrs. Lucille Ross, R.N., supervisor of Medicine Service, and
Paul Moore, Laboratory Technician, are pictured with the new
microscope furnished the Money Hospital by the Calloway
County Heart Association._ _
Joe Wood Cable of Murriyis-one of fifteen students at Murray
State College named to Who's Who In American Colleges and
Universities for 1951.
Births reported are a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Otto Chester on
—February 8,twin boys to Mr.and Mrs. J.R. Mahan on February 8,
boy to Mr. and Mrs. W.A. Lyons on February 9,and girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Floyd Barrow on February 10.

We reserve the r4ght to reject any AdvertiOing, Letters to the Edifier,
or Public Voice items which, in our opinion, are not for the best interest of our readers.
National Representatives Wallace Witmer'Co., 1509 Madison Ave.,
Memphis. Tn.; Time & Lite Bldg., New York, N.Y.; Stephenson Bldg.,
Detroit, Mich.
Subscription Rates: By carrier in Murray: 5.35 per week, $1.52 per
month, $18.20 per year By mail in Calloway and adjoining counties,
S7.50 per year; Other destinations within 150 miles of Murray, 115.00
per year; more than 150 miles from Murray, $18.00 per year. All mail
subscriptions plus 5 percent state tax.
Entered daily at the Post Office, Murray, Kentucky, for transmission
as Second Class Matter
The Outitanding Civic Asset of a Community
is the Integrity of its Newspaper
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30YearsAgoThisWeek

Many Factors In Heart Disease

LEDGER

TIKES FILE

All men, age 20 to 44 inclusive, will be required to register
Deaths from heart disease "Have reached
February 16 for military service. Nine registration centers will
epidemic proportions in the U.S." so reads a story by
be set up by Local Selective Service Board No. 20 in the county.
a staff reporter of The Wall Street Journal. The
Deaths reported are Delilah Sue Lamb, ten months old
story is based on information released by a National
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Dee Lamb, Joe Tidwell, age 74, B.B.
Collie, age 57, James Hamilton Etheridge, age 49, Mrs. Lou Ella
Institute of Health advisory committee. The comOsbron Adams,age 65,A.J. Marshall,age 76, Pat Black, Sr., John
mittee called for a new national program to combat
M. Pryor, and Tan Rep.
- —heart disease and urged—the appointment of a
An average a-Stant-per hundredie
fright was reportiigo-r- the
Presidential commission to plan such a program.
sale of dark fired tobacco on the Murray Market last week.
Meanwhile,science is continuing its search for the
Dr. Hal E. Houston ,Sr., presided at the meeting of the South
Western Medical Society held February .10 at the Murray
reasons why cardiovascular disease is the leading
Woman's Club House.
medical cause of death in the U.S. The evidence
seems to be mounting, for example, that the answer
is far more complicated than merely forcing a
change in the nation's diet-telling normal, healthy
people what they should or should not eat. A Food
.by Carl Riblet Jr.
Writer's Conference, held by the National Dairy
I
don't
know
mua
about medichWAX1ri-filltg
Council in Chicago, at which eminent nutrition
castor oil and I'd rather not take-pills that slow me
research scientists described various studies
down, pep me up or make me dizzy. The only
realting to the causes of heart disease, has revealed
medicine I could like would not be fore me. It would
complexities of-the problem that go far beyond diet,
be a qreanill, an auopo7hipnotic that could be
Hugh B. Lofland, Ph.D., of North Carolina,.who
lefeTihorie and- feridei
adminisier
-R-16 &airs
has conducted heart research for 15 years, conhouse calls. ,,
eager,
to
make
ling,
not
thep
f
il
-eludes that genetics-who your parents are-is an
WASHINGTON (AP)
defend me from a busy doctor.
eaven
important factor in heart disesase. He believes
matks by a Louis'
—
—Welsh Proverb
man suggesting the presusceptible people can and should be identified so
dominantly
back
District
of
Cothat physicians can prescribe treatment. Dr. Meyer
Friedman, addressing the conference, noted that
ing itself have stirred up pro
never touch an appliance and a
personality traits such as aggressiveness, ambition,
tests from members of Conwater faucet at the same time.
drive,competlayeness,and a profound sense of time
'SURPRISES IN HISTORY
---urgency characterize the behavior of persons most
The remarks by Rep.
John Dangerous
The study of the future has become a major occupation. grew:
appliances for frayed wires
busy
forecasting
what
academicians
are
Rarick,
D-La.,
at
a
meeting
of
and
__Numerous
authors
prone to heart attacks.
which might need to be
repaired or replaced. Avoid
The principal conclusion inevitably drawn from the United States will be like in the year 2000. The best known of the House Committee on the r
District of Columbia brought
nation's collision with tomorrow is "Future
overloading an outlet by the use
iineetings in which the best scientific minds offer the the studies of theToffler,
but many other studies are in progress. response from Rep. Charles C.
Shock" by Alvin
of multiple sockets.
people
die
.
year
26,500
Each
findings of broad research is that until more is
understandable,
for
we Diggs Jr., • D-Mich., farmer
Pregictions about things to come are
Some
hazards are more
another
4,000,000
are
in—'
and
Inown about the, cause
of "heart trouble", the
live ina time of rapid change.It is only reasonable to suppose that chairnian of the_ConigressionaL
subtle than others. Most people
sometimes
111111r'
in
a
normal, healthy persons should steer clear of
the changes in the next two or three decades will be as profound as Black Caucus; Sens. Edmund
and_ prisingly hazardous place. Can realize you should not leave a
emotional fads involving diet. A balanced diet the changes of the generation past. Predicting the future is .4 s. musitie, 1)-Maine,
weapon loaded inside the home.
move in a straight line. It is A George McGovern, D-N.D.,and you guess where?
But too few realize that even a
chosen from the four basic food groups-plus eating hazardous, however. History doesn't
home.
American
It
is
the
of zigzags and curves and provides surprises.
Rep. Pat Caffery, D-La.
snowblower can be trouble if
aixi exercising in moderation-is still yen: lltety the full
annual
such
cost
of
The
declared
that
the
exarnples;stkial
analysts
In the 1960's, for
Rarick told conunmittee
started inside a basement or
Veit recipe for good health.
nation was entering a new urban era. It was said that the big cities Tuesday that the District is "a tragedy is modestly estimated
with insufficient means

Isn't It The Truth!

Remark Stirs Up

"Many folks have the
mistaken idea that they must.
wait four or six months before
filing for disability", so said a
representative, of the Paducah
social security office. This
erroneous notion sprang from
an incomplete understanding of
two basic requirements: One
that a person must supply
current mecical evidence four
or more months after the
disability occurred; two—that
no payment can be made for the
first six months of disability.
"Actually it helps to file immediately after becoming
disabled", he went on to say. In
this way all of the requirements
are carefully explained and
there is a sufficient time to meet
these requirements without
holding up benefits. Payments
can then be made promptly
without the late filerls-hangup
caused by delay in obtaining
essential evidence.
TO further speed - upprocessing of disability claims
he suggests phoning in claims.
"It's no longer necessary to
visit the office for a face-to-face
interview. In most cases it's
easier and quicker to phone
from the comfort of your own
home. Our number is 443-7506.
Please call us to apply for
disability benefits as well as for
all other social security needs."

DINNER-THEATRE
DELICIOUS DINNERS
BROADWAY PLAYS

piaceTOlive

,

at $1,800,300,000, and that does
not include damage to property
(of which fire loss alone would
represent about 8700,000,000).
What is a person to do? It is
suggested that you appoint a
member of your family as
-Safety Coordinator" for your
home. Parents and children
should make a thorough "safety
search," seeking out the hidden
hazards in your home.
Liberty Mutual also suggests
some specific check points
which should be on your list.
Falls are the largest single
cause for accidental death in
the home (9,600 deaths). The
Boston-based insurance firm
advises that all rugs should be
securely fastened, especially in
areas where young children or
the elderly are likely to be.
Stair landings inside and
outside the house can be
especially dangerous. Be
certain that any necessary
repairs to construction are
made right away and that step
surfaces are not slippery. A
LOUISVILLE, Ky. CAP) —
good
handrail could also
Elmer 1. Smith, a former di- prevent your downfall. In the
rector of the Kentucky Depart- bathroom,a rubber mat or hand
ment of Corrections and author hold should be used to help keep
of articles on crime prevention, you on your feet.
is dead at 77.
Experts also cautions you to
He died Thursday evening of
check
your medicine cabinet
broken
complications from a
and remove all over-age
hip suffered in a fall at his
medicine to prevent a cure that
home.
could
be worse than the original
Smith was a veteran of 20
malady. You should also be sure
years of police work before he
that all potentially hazardous
was named corrections director
medicines are properly sealed
In 1947. He had been with the
and removed from children's
state Highway Patrol for three
reach. Aspirins and sleeping
years and had served as acting
warden of LaGrande Refor- tablets have become prime
poisoners of youngsters.
'matory.
While you are in a cleaning
appointhis
At the time of
ment, he was supervisor of mood, get rid of all of those old
cans of paint and thinner.
records and guard training in
Always check labels and any
the department.
special instructions on cleanA native of Grayson County,
sers or other materials used
he was educated at Bowling
around
the house which might
Green Business University and
taught school before joining the contain toxic chemicals. Some
of these items are too often in
Louisville Police Department.
Smith was the author of a cabinets kept under the kitchen
manual for guards and employ- sink where a roving youngster
is likely to find them—and
es of Kentucky's penal institutions and wrote numerbus trouble.
Inventory all children's toys
articles on crime prevention. In
occasionally.
Many toys, when
PoAmerican
won
the
1940, he
dangerous
lice Review award for his writ- broken, become
playthings in the hands of a funing..
---,AteekIng youngster. More im-'
-P
"
tallt-1-1-444N--e-swaiw toys
Edward VIII ascended to the 'for hidden hazards before you
throne of Britain on JAIL 30, buy. •
1936, following ft
You rkli avoid a possibly
—cketh of
George V.
shocking experience by hanening anything electrical with

would dominate American politics and that the leaders of urban - sinkhole, rat-infested, the
coalitions such as Mayor John Lindsay of New York City laughing stock of the free and
represented the wave of the future. But recent statistics suggest Communist world."
that central cities are of declining importance. A teport prepared
He warned that any measure
.
for the Commission on Population Growth says that by the year giving the district the power to
.
. John S.iCnight,one of the nation's most successful 2000 the number of congressmen from the suburbs will almost govern itself could lead to a
Itownpaprar editors who las__bafit _a chain_ of—double while the number from central cities will drop sharply.
takeover by the Black Muslims.
The 1960's opened with liberal politicians and intellectuals
Diggs, who was at the commetropolitan daily. newspapers including such
mittee meeting, subsequently
graria- as the -Detroit Pree Press 71thcr.-the
Keigt; interrupted Rarick, saying:
ArneriZeaid
an se
onlitdar
verseasBter
erlinenatni°n
d eisxTreossed
to Wes
t°tin
nedyllytrac"nm
veleditted
— ---4°ta
Philadelphia Inquirer and the Miami Herald, with the statement: "I am a Berliner," which was properly on"The gentleman is pursuing a
believes that America will overcome its problems derstood as a vow of unyielding U.S. support. The 1970's finds the racist line . . . he is a leading
liberal community committed to a new isolationism.
and will prevail,
racist in the Congress."
Surprises abound. Richard Nixon had the firm support of
"That's why I'm opposed to
In an advertising message in a recent issue of
rv tives in the 1960's because he professed complete
home rule," Rarick said.
Editor & Publisher, Knight Newspapers, Inc., said: dedication
to free enterprise principles and unyielding opposition
Rarick appeared before the
"Little more than a hundred years ago, this to the communist powers. The new Nixon of the 1970's has im- committee
in support of his
country was torn apart by a war that turned fathers - posed economic controls on a free economy and sought an ac- proposal to give Washington
against sons, brothers against brothers. Yet we commodation with Communist China.
back to the state of Maryland.
It is hard to make accurate forecasts. In Richmond, Va., a U.S
endured. Forty years ago, a depression shattered
er of
suburban
tudi
rged
redisthoe sme
the security of millions of citizens. Yet we endured. schoollct Jutcrlfeetshas.orpdiean
effort to transform
Today we're facing some of the most serious suburbs and plunge them into a court-designed melting pot. But if
problems in our history. But perhaps the most his decision were upheld by the U.S. Supreme Court(and the high
serious problem of all is a loss of faith in our ability court today is different from what it was a year ago), it doesn't
necessarily follow that his edict will have the effect he intends.
to endure.
ointy;iadned suburbs, the
bettweeanttc
effeo
knocking
heth
wealls
ea
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Ri
,ctea
hnidonofdknoc
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America Will Prevail

times like thes, newspapers have an even
greater responsibility to the people. We, at Knight
'Newspapers, are very aware of that responsibility
as we meet the day-to-day challenge of reporting
.news fairly, fully and honestly. We know that we
have a duty to inform our readers...not to overwhelm them. To give them all the news...and to give
it in its proper perspective. That's why we look for—
and foster—this sense of responsibility in our

flight of suburbanites to Inore outlying areas—to areas beyond
possible busing zones.
A century ago, President Lincoln asked: -Whither are we
tending as a nation?" People in the middle and late 19th century
couldn't predict the course Of American history in the 20th century. It is doubtful that late 20th century Americans are better
forecasters, despite the availability of statistical tools. Both
liberals and conservatives have to be cautious in making
estimates regarding the character of the future. Our country is
newspapers. And why we provide an atmosphere of _very big and contains diverse elements. Regionalism is still
innovation, creativity and professionalism-le-help - strong and outcome of the culture battle is uncertain. We have a
spectrum of ideas and beliefs. The nation is subject to
-them effectively inform the communities they serve.; limad '
uiernal pressures and threats that could serve as a catalyst for
: "Life has never been simple in this country. It. unexpected change. Outbreak of war in the Middle East, for
'never will be. Each new generation will face a new- — example, could profoundly alter isolationist ideas in the liberal
camp.
"set.of_problems. But as long as we sustain faith in
It is more important to focus attention on fundamentals in our
ourselves as a nation, we will not only endure. we
national life than to engage in frequent forecasting of the future.
will prevail."
Recently,Connie Coyne, writing in New Guard, cited some of the
fundamentals--things that Americans have sought since the era
of the Founding Fathers—"order, justice, domestic tranquility,
the blessings of liberty."
Writers on sociological topics often seem to be trying to make
LEDGER * TIKES FILE
people conform to preconceived behavior patterns. As a result of
reading fashionable, albeit interesting, books about the future, a
Miss Marinell Myers, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Chester Myers
number of people apparently conclude that they must adjust to
of Lynn Grove Route One, has won the State Dairy Princess title,
the authors'designs for life in 1980 or 2000.
according to James Garrison of Ryan Milk Company, sponsor of
Future forecasting often is counter-productive. Life should not
Miss Myers.
be lived according to a script. This forecasting may destroy the
Deaths reported are Miss Alice Keys and Mrs. F.C. Faughn on
I spontaneity that is one of the delights of the human spirit. Instead,
February 11, and Phillip V. King,age 85, on February 10.
it is preferable that people emphasize principles, independence,
Mayor Holmes Ellis has been appointed to the Kentucky
hard work and loyalty to God, family and country. Books that
Governmental Council and the first meeting of the group has been
stress enduring goals and principles are our real national need in
set for February 23 at Frankfort.
a time of change and uncertainty.
The Murray State Thoroughbreds toppled the Eastern Kentucky Maroons 75 to 66 in a basketball game played before an
GIFTS FOR SMU
WIGSALE4 DOWN
estimated crowd of 5,000 at the Sports Arena here.
DALLAS (AP) — Two gifts
-- Earnings
,
SEOUir-tAPItotalieg 8400,000 have been
rean_tig ex
--pitagaa6.1a-Suotheraaviatliodiali..
monfEs 'Pu T9'71
members of in—the firs
University by
the R. M. McFarlin family for totalled $63 8 million. down $18
million from the same period in
permanent endowment
McFarlin Memorial Audi- 1970, the Hair Goods Export Association reported
torium.
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garage
for the deadly carbon monoxide
exhaust fumes to eseape.
However subtle the hazards,
the home needn't be a
dangerous place. Make your
search soon. Your family's
safety is at stake.
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Saturday, February 12
All young people (University,
Senior High, and Junior High)
of the First Baptist Church are
Invited to a prayer meeting at
the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Grayson McClure, Panorma
Shores, from three to vie p.m.
The Youth Valentine program
and party of the Memorial
Baptist Church will be held at
the church at seven p.m. The
Calvert City Youth Choir will be
guests
Sunday, February 13
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Moody will
have open house in celebration
cg-their golden wedding anniversary at the Community
Room,Murray Federal Savings
and Loan, 7th and Main Streets,
from two to four p.m. All friends
and relatives are invited to
attend.

Iseritme

EAT RE
e Stott. Pad,

Mr. and Mrs. Euroll T. Andrus

During the Solid hour the
hostess, asisted by Mrs,
Quertermous, served coffee,
and cake.
preseflrbiber thad
ett'ibeicthose named were Mesdames
Maurice P. Christopjer, L. J.
Hortin and. Edward M. Nunnelee, Mayfield.

James Lawrence Of
Emx. Interiors •
'Present? Piograrn
The Xi Alpha Gamma
Chapter of Beta Sigma Phi met
on Tuesday, Feb. 8, for the
regular meeting.

& 75'

Tue.
000

Prior to the meeting Mrs.
Isaac Adams, who was in
charge of the program
"Exercise for Thought" had
asked the group to assemble at
Enix Interiors.
In connection with the
program, James Lawrence,
Interior Decorator for Enix,
conducted a tour of the store
and explained various types of
furniture, accessories and
decorating schemes. He pointed
out that Oriental or English
furniture was the latest 'trend.
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Mr. and Mrs. Newell Doores
of Kirksey Route One will have
open house in celebration of
their golden wedding anniversary at the Mt. Hebron
United Methodist Church from
two to four p.m.

Mr. and Mrs. Euroll T. Andrus of Farmington, will observe
their fiftieth wedding anniversary on Tuesday, February 15.
Mr. and Mrs. Andrus were married in 1922 at Mayfield by Bro.
Aubrey L. Wilson. Their attendants were Mr. and Mrs. Burie
Harrison.
They have one daughter, Mrs. William Martin (Dora Jane)
Boyd of Murray, and four grandchildren, Melanie, Michael,
.
Martin, and Alan Boyd.
They are lifelong members af_Antioch Church of Christ where
they attend regularly.
There will be no formal celebration.

Nth

SUN.15

ts
John as
Hostess For New
Providence Club _

Married

..Prbgram Preserited—
By Mrs. McKenzie
At Sitterboodliett
Continuing the 1971-72
"Culture Through Beauty"
program theme of Chapter M of
the P.E.O. Sisterhood, Mrs.
Henry McKenzie spoke on
"Beauty in Winter Travel,"
Monday evening, February 7.
The meeting was held in the
attractive home of Mrs. Paul
Sturm on Meadow Lane.
The president of Chapter M
shared with members the many
objects of beauty which she had
observed while commuting
from her home to the various
pastorates held by her husband.
"One must have a second sight
to see beauty, especially in the
winter months," stated the
the
of
speaker. Some
enumerated beauties were:
icicle patterns under cold,
rocky ledges, winter skies at
sunset, last year's cotton fields
with small bits of cotton still
clinging like a Polka dot carpet,
the historir oalinear
Wickliffe, movement of traffic
on the river and many more.
There are sad beauties, too,
stated Mrs. McKenzie, such as
glowing prairie fires and
burned pines silhouetted
against stark white snow.
Mrs. John Quertermous, vice
president, presided at the
meeting. The chaplain, Mrs. W.
J. Pitman, read chapter Steam
the Book of Psalms. Mrs.
Howard Titsworth served as
guard and Mrs. Larrie N.Crk
pianist. Roll call was by the
eaaMir,-1`dra. Stretn, and the
minutes were read by Mrs.
Morgan Sisk, secretary.
Mrs. Hugh Oakley substituted
for Mrs. Olga Freeman in
reading correspondence. The
bylaw regarding state and local
dues, previously presented, was
passed. The president read her
annual report -to ...the state
president of P.E.O.; it was
accepted unanimously.
Mrs. Pitman announced a pot
luck luncheon at her home
February 19, with Mrs. Oakley
assisting. The program will be
by Mrs. Alfred Lindsey, Jr.
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In commenting Lawrence
said that many of the pieces
were being made with plastics
with simulated grain finish and
that the majority of the furniture had a dull finish with
'shines being out. Cedar chests
are another "old" piece that is
back "in" with many changes. Throughout the tour Lawrence
answered questions asked by
the group.
Following the program, the
members went to the Southside
restaurant where business,
fellowship and refreshments by
Mrs. Wallace Ford and Mrs.
Jackie Jones were enjoyed.
In the short business meeting
the social committee reported
that the Valentine Banquet
would be held Feb. 18.
Mrs. Wallace Ford introduced
her guest for the evening,
Annette Lowery.
The meeting was dismissed
with the closing ritual and
Mizpah being repeated by the
following members: Mesdames
Tommy
Isaac _ .Adams,
Carrioray. John Emerson,
Wallace Ford, Richard Ford,
Zinn,
ackie Jones, Mike
Morgaii, Gerry Raquarth,
Frank Robiixi,Ri Sims,
,Ray Story, Tony Taylor, Bruce
Thomas, and William William's":

The Murray Shrine Club will
have its monthly fellowship
breakfast at the Holiday Inn at
nine a.m.
Faculty Recital of Donald
Story, clarinet, will be held at
three p.m,in the Farrell Recital
Hall, Fine Arts Building,
Murray'State University.
SPIRENO, Spiritual
Revolution Now featured
youth
Hogue,
Richard
evangelist from Houston,
Texas, and an accompanying
musical group, will open its
evangelistic rally at the Murray
State Fieldhouse at 7:.30 p.m.
No charge and the public is
invited.

em.-AlAft
Best way to free
POWs: Stop the war
By Abignii-Van- Buren

Meaday,Fe
III of theChristian Church CWF will
meet at the home of Mrs. John
Pasco, Sr., North 14th Street, at
7:30 p.m.

The Christian Women's
Fellowship of the First
Christian Church will meet at
The homemakers of the New
the church library at ten a.m. Providence community met
Visitation will be held.
with Mrs. Jahn Dale for their
lesson on "New Sewing
Murray Assembly No. 19 Order Techniques" on Wednesday,
of the Rainbow for Girls will February 9.
hold its regular meeting at the
Mrs. Anton Herndon called
the meeting to order in the
Masonic Hall at seven p.m.
absence of Mrs. Larry Card,
The WSC-S of the Russell's club president. ---Chapel United Methodist
Mrs. John Dale lead the
Church will meet at the borne of devotion,
using a reading
Mrs. Mellie Hopson at one p.m. from Proverbs.
The club's secretary and
The Coldwater Homemakers treasurer gave her reports and
Club will meet at the home of called the roll with each
Mrs. Jerry Barzell at one p.m. member answering with their
birthday month and birthstone
The WSCS of the Martin's or zodiac sign.
Mrs. Herndon, being sewing
Chapel United
Methodist
Church will meet at the home of leader for the club, gave her
Mrs Harmon Whitnell at seven lesson discussing fake fur and
the leathers. She had good ideas
p.m.
hints for sewing on these
or
TI- WSCS of the -Good
materials.
Shepherd United Methodist
Mrs. James Puckett directed
Church will meet at the dnirch
the club in recreation with Mrs
at two p.m.
Jackie Rose receiving the prize.
In March the group will be
The Music Department of the
with Mrs. Terry Housden.
Murray Woman's Club will
Those present were Mrs.
have a Valentine Potluck
Eunice Housden, Mrs. Terry
supper at the club house at 6:30
George
Mrs.
Housden,
p.m. with Mesdames Rob Ray,
Shoemaker, hirs. Puckett, Mrs.
Tommye Taylor, J.D. Rayburn,
Bill Hendon, Mrs. Hardiman
Vernon Shown, Eurie Garland,
Miller, Mrs. Jackie Rose, Mrs.
Millard Carman, Dale Nance,
Herndon, Mrs. Dale and
John Lyon, O.B. 110077e, Jr., and
visitors, Karen Dale and Missie
Charles Tolley as hostesses.
Housden.
Mrs. Dale served-a....tigity
Wednesday,February II
The ladies day luncheon wW dessert with a
be served at the Calloway refreshments.
Comity Country Club at noon
with Mesdames James_
eased milk
Dick -Ori-nid BillIngton;tirY mixture of whole cow's milk-Marquardt, E.J. Haverstock, sugar with about 60 per cent of
T.C. Doran, George Ed Over- the water removed.
bey, William Doss, and James
Sullivan as hostesses. Bridge
hostesses are Mrs. Bob
Billington and Mrs. Prue Kelly.

DEAR ABBY: I have a sweet motherless 14-year-old
niece who comes to me with her problems. She has asked
me so many times to tell her how to be "popular." Is there
something you can recommend for her to read? I know
there is no easy road to popularity, but I would like to help
AUNT LAURA
her. Please'
DEAR AUNT LAURA: Will this do? I wrote it In my
column nearly 10 years ago, and it's still true:
"The key to being popular with both sexes is: Be kind.
Be honest. Be tacUul. If you can't be beautiful for handsome) be well-groomed. tastefully Oared. trim of figure,
and KEEP A SMILE ON YOUR FACE! Be clean In mind
and body. If you're not a brain, try harder. If you're not a
great athlete, be a good sport.
"Try to be a standout at something. If you can't dance
or sing, learn to play an instrument. Think for yourself, but
respect the rules. Be generous with kind words and affectionate gestures, but save the heavy artillery for later.
You'll be glad you did. If you need help, ask God. if you
don't need anything, THANX God!"
DEAR ABBY Please tell your readers that holding
one's hand over the telephone doesn't always block out the
sound
I know a very dear little old lady. Her children live out
of the state so I telephone her daily to chat with her. She is
very alert, well-informed and has a wonderful sense of
humor at 86.
Several days ago I called and one of her daughters
answered the telephone. After the usual "how are you's,
etc." she said. "I suppose you'd like to talk to Mother,"
whereupon I replied, "Yes, if she's not busy." Then she
apparently placed her hand over the telephone, but I heard
her say, "Morn, it's your gabby friend 111 give you s minutes, then I'll ring the doorbell and you say we have to go."
I managed to be pleasant, but I felt very foolish not to
have been suspicious of that doorbell routine. It had occurred each time this daughter was in town. WISER NOW
CONFIDENTIAL TO "GRATEFUL BEYOND WORDS":
Most small-town clergymen are overworked and underpaid.
so since you say you can "well afford it." offer him • gift
or cash. If he wishes to donate it to the church, let it be his
option. Your letter indicates that your clergyman went far
above and beyond the call of duty in your behalf, so be as
generous with him as he was with you. [And if he's "Insulted." you can blame me.
libM's your problem? Yes% feel better if yes get It et1
year dint. Write Is ABBY. Ben 'VW Les Angeles. CM.

Why wait _till Febraary
fourteenth to show him you
care? Bake him a "valentine"
any day.
There's no need for ribbons
or frills when your offering
is a loaf of Fruited Oatmeal.
Bread. Warm from the oven,
this light yeast bread will win:
his heart with tempting tastos
and texture alone, accordings
to Reba Staggs, National,
Live Stock and Meat Board
home economist.

Fruited Oatmeal Bread
1 cake ; 1 ounce; yeast
or 1 package dry yeast
cup lukewarm water
2 cups boiling water
/
11
1 cup quick-cooking oats
14 cup melted lard
Ls cup molasses
2 teaspoons salt
2 to 6 cups flour
/
51
% cup chopped candied
fruit
raisins
cup
%
Miss Anna Margaret Smith
yeast. in lukewarm
became the bride Of Allen T
Friday, water. Pour boiling water
on
Cunningham
February 4, at seven-thirty over oats. Add melted lard,
o'clock in the evening at the molasses and salt ta_aat. Mixture. Cool until /ukewatm.
Memorial Baptist Church.
Rev. Jerrell G. White per- Add yeast and mix well. Stir
impressive in 1,3 of flour, then fruit and
the
formed
raisins. Add enough of the receremony.
The bride is the daughter of maining flour to make a soft
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Smith of dough, stirring to mix. Knead
Almo and the groom is the son lightly on a lightly floured
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Cun- board. Place in _a_ greased
bowl, cover, set. in. a warm
ningham of Murray'.
is place and let rise until double
Cunningham
Mrs.
presently employed by Murray in bulk. Punch down and
State University while he is divide dough in half, shape
place in 2 greased 5 x 9_
serving with the United-States and
inch loot pans. Let else until - •
orce atiroiff
double in bulk. Bake in a modThe couple is making their
erate oven (350°F.) for 45 to
home in Murray.
50 minutes or until done.

Smith & Cunningham
Wedding Vows Read
At Memorial Church

REVIVAL

The Wadesboro Homemakers
Laub will-trieet at the home of
Mrs. Max Hurt at 10:30 a.m.

1:30 P.M.

February 14-20

MURRAY CHURCH OF THE NAZARENE
(Doran Road at Plainview)

- leik-and Mrs. Asa Sparks
Avangelist - Singer)-------- --

- Pastor

Paul Thornhill

•

URI CLEANING

The Sigma 13epartment di&
furray WoolO1-11 Club will
meet at the club house at 7:30
p.m. with Mesdames James
Parker, Mona Purdom, Bill
Wyatt, Ken Harrell, Buddy
Valentine, arid Walter Jones.
Jr , as hostesses.
The Theta Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will
meet at the club house at 730
p.m. with Mesdames Re:'
Starks, Lloyd P. Jacks, Ben ,
Humphrey, and Richard Beam
Alice
as hostesses. Dr.
Koenecke will be guest speaker.
The Board of Directors of the
Club will meet at the
Southside Restglirant at 5:30
p.m.

SPECIAT

Monday-Tuesday-Wednesday, February 14-15-16

COATS (Long or Short)
PLAIN DRESSES
2 PC. SUITS
(Ladies or Mens)
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SPIRENO will continue at the
MSU Fieldhouse at 7:30 p ni
Tuesday, February 15
SPIRENO will continue at the
MSU Fieidhouse at 7:30 p.m.

ys'
$ites

The Phi Delta Kappa of MSU
will meet at the Student Union
Building at 6:30 p.m. Dr.
William G. Read will be the
speaker.

The Dorothy Group of the
First Baptist Church will meet
at the home of Mrs. Robert Fox
at ten a.m. with Mrs. James
Martin as program leader.
Circle I of the First United
Methodist Church WSCS will
meet at the sociall'hall of the
church at two p.m.

Slacks
Trainers
Sweaters
Plain Skirts

Laundered to
Perfection!

49,

The Baptist Women of the
First Baptist Church will hold
its general meeting at the
church at nine a.m.

No Limit!
ALL WORK DONE
ON PREMISES!
Quality of our work
is guaranteed to
your satisfaction.
Convenient

Window Service

Fur Trim & Maxi Extra
NO LIMIT!

6011.
..,
11

The Mattie Bell Hays Circle of
the First United Methodist
Church WSCS will meet at the
church at seven p m.

The Faith Doran Circle of the
First United Methodist Church
wilLniseLat iha.hvt of .
'wahine.
Mrs. J.T. Sammons, 1105 Main
Street, at two p.m. with Mrs
111111111111-1111.11-1111111riT Send $I Is Abby, UK WU,LOU- Helen Lassiter as cohostess
Mrs.. Vernon Roberts will be in
&S.Inds COL NOW kir Albfry's amidst. "gm s• mile Legcharge of the pfllgram.

ionwaireseamir-

SELF GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. William R. Self
of East Alton, Ill., announce the
birth of a baby girl, Evelyn
Gail, weighing five pounds
three ounces, born on Tuesday,
February 8, at 7:30 a.m. at the
St. Joseph Hospital, Alton, Ill.
They have one sow Paul
David Adams, age 41-2, whose
paternal grandparents are Mr.
and Mrs. Clayton Adams of
Murray.
The father is a fireman at the
Olin Corporation in East Alton,
Ill.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Elbert 0. Martin of
Murray Route Six and Mrs.
Gale Dillon of
William
Paducah. Great grandparents
are Mr. and Mrs. Orville
Fulcher of Murray Route Six.

-—
Ne Need
Fruited Oatmeal Bread
Appeals with Flavor

Ito

The Nature's Palette Garden
Club will meet at the Community Room of the Murray
Branch of the Federal Savings
The Suburban Homemakers and Loan at 1:30 p.m. with Mrs.
Club will meet in -the home of Harold Eversmeyer as hostess.
.Mrs. Harry Russell, 1408 Poplar
- Street, at seven p.m. with Mrs. The Executive Board of the
Loon Adams as cohostess.
.PTA will meet et the
home of Mrs. Bobby Locke at
The Murray Unit of the one p.m. Members'note'cilange
National Hairdressers and in meeting place.
Cosmetologists will have its
annual kick off breakfast for
National Beauty Salon Week at
7:30 a.m. at the Southside
Restaurant.

DEAR READERS: Over the years one of the most
being-'PearAbbrlies been my
frustrating aspects
Inability to provide solutions for some prOblems One . in
particular, since it is not within my domain to "solve," and
affects so many American families.
I refer to letters from individuals and organizations
urging me to ask my readers to write to Hanoi, asking that
our prisoners of war be released, or humanely treated, or
allowed to communicate with their families, or that a "list"
be published so that the families will know whether their
serviceman Is alive or dead.
My dear readers, you are appealing to the wrong person. You should be appealing to your congressmen, send-tors, and president, urging them to bring an end to this
senseless war in Viet Nam.
If OUR country were being bombed, would YOU agree
to release the enemies' war prisoners?
ABIGAIL VAN BUREN
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Shirt Special
No Limit!
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In order to obtain the general
feelings of people, young and
old concerning hunting and its
effects, a study was conducted
on the Murray State University
Campus.

By Jerry W. Alien

"Conservation, yes!" That's for all land owners to work
what we believe to be the hope together and practice good
management
for any wildlife species," says wildlife
procedures.
the
Society.
Wildlife
The
-ounce
9
-pound,
FRANKFORT, Ky. —If you should catch a 13
The sportsman land owner
Wildlife Society is headquarThe study was conducted
trout from
interested in having a huntable
largemouth bass or a 13-pound, 13-ounce rainbow
tered at Murray State
randomly with the aid of a
instance
each
in
record
land
his
state
on
a
population
University and being the only wildlife
Kentucky waters you would have
questionaire made up of
chapter in the state of Ken- may' manage in many ways. But questions concerning some of
by the margin of one ounce.
may
tips
that
few
a
are
here
, which
tucky, they have a big
the things that are on people's
Or, if you should exceed the state record smallmouth
help.
responsibility.
only a state
not
have
would
you
minds today. Fifty samples
ounces,
15
and
pounds
11
weighed
1. Leave fence rows with
One being to inform the public
were taken and then the samthey
because
,vegetation
record but also a world record.
of the situations of the area so
were looked over very
ples
they
but
Kentucky
in
large
This is not to say that all fish grow
that everyone, sportsman and provide nesting sites and cover carefully to obtain the public's
the many species
naturalist alike will be able to for both quail and rabbits.
do grow fast here, and overall state records for
general opinion. Conclusions
2. If no cover ts now available,
of
records
the
with
their part in managing the
do
favorably
compare
Kentucky
here are not necessarily
derived
of fish caught in
habitat as well as the game. The one could plant osage orange, the opinion of the author, but do
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not
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Kentucky's Department of Fish and Wildlife Resources
Almost every person believed
A recent survey showed that provide food for rabbits when
custodian for the record list of all species of fish caught froti;
that hunting should not be
Calloway County has more nothing else is available.
5. Never over hunt an aria, abolished and the majority
has been clocked at $S m.prh.
and
Kentucky waters by pole and line. Perhaps larger fish have heed.'
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price tags of $17,8)0 and
Natiopal Boat Show opening
Ti, be eligible for the retord list the fish must be weighted on
must realize the facts before its many birds and rabbits are suspect that the younger people
$15,850, respectivel.
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available
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whose boats dominated the
board sportsters. Winner is
to the authenticity of the claim. In that manner all records
proves to be getting low.
a controlled basis.
for wildlife.
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a
kept legal and valid.
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mind
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Keep
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The answer to this question racing campaign, will display
We could leave cover for quail
1/2-foot outboard runabout,
-Tci- give fishermen something to shoot at during.the upcoming
also seemed to give the im- three production racers, two of
and rabbits-when we cultivate* population can be harvested in
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our boa ibis in turn- may set order to...hold a strong
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people in general, know more
whose craft won the world
Chris-Craft will be bringing
an example for sportsman in
Kentucky bass, 7 pounds 10 ounces from a Nelson County pond
Finally sportsmen, let's ask about our eco system and how it ocean racing championship in
f
back its classic lancer
other areas. Since we're all
by A. E. Sellers, Louisville.
the landowners permission to operates. One more thing that it 1967 and 1968, will exhthit
ilairintioducing its
imnabout
this
in
about
habitat
Concerned
—
Smallmouth bass, (world record), 11 pounds 15 ounces, from
pair of 27-footers.
XK sport boats with jet and
area, then an answer would be hunt whether he be sportsman brought out was the fact that the
Leitchfield.
Among other companies
conventional drive.
or not, without his permission background of the individual
Dale Hollow by David L. Hayes,
Most of the purchase price
legally we are in violation and probably had a great deal to do displaying performance boats
Largemouth bass, 13 pounds 8 ounces, from Greenbo Lake by
will be Clastron, Winner, on these high-speed craft go
fine.
a
to
subject
their
opinion.
with
Flatwoods.
Delbert Grizzle,
Lyntert end Chris-Craft. — into- their-r-pnWerfol- eut6
-1R the young
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Most landowners will allow
Rainbow trout, 13 pounds 12 ounces,below Wolf C'riMkThe two new models in
but they are luxuriously
person
also think a
hunting if asked in a nice way people
boats with such
three-boat display
finished
Cigarette's
Dam by Danny Antle, Louisville.
should be required to pass a
features as wraparound
are a 24-footer powered by a
by a person that he considers
Muskellunge, 39 pounds 14 ounces, from Green River by
a
receiving
before
test
strict
windshields, bucket seats and
pair of 188 horsepower
competant to enter his land. It is
license, while the MerCruisers, which claims a
Willard Parnell, Edmonton.
padded dash boards.
the game law violater and the hunting
of the older set top speed of 56 m.p.h. and
•••
Rockfish, 44 pounds 4 ounces,from Herrington Lake by James
vandaleous so called hunters majority
1. The next time you pick up a that give the rest of us a bad believed it not to be a necessity. features a two-berth cuddy
A most complete account
Fugate, Burlington, and Ronald Warner, Burgin.
could also be related to the
of the evolution of watercraft
splinter that's too small to find
cabin, and a 20-footer carrying
name. So let's try to remember This
Blue catfish, 100 pounds,from Tennessee River below Kentucky
on the American continent is
and remove but not too small to to set an example for the future background of the person. And a single 320 horsepower Chriscontained in a new _boot by
E- Copeland.
0Y
hurt, just touch a drop of iodine generation by managing the it could show that the younger Craft with Volvo stern drive.
Alexander—Laing
Flathead catfish, 97 pounds, from Green River.
to the spot. The iodine will stain habitat correctly and being a people are more aware of the They don't come cheap. Prices
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A question concerning in- which barrel along at better
spring. Many breeders prefer to will be an .aluminum folding
more than 3,500 years ago and
'
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River,
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Fork,
South
from
ounces,
14
Carp, 54 pounds
have their bitches whelp them, sailboat available in 12- and creased price on hunting than 70 m.p.h., scored 20
with Antarctic
concludes
Ricky Vance, Paris.
so its a buyers market with I4-foot lengths. The manufac- licenses might point out that the consecutive victories, winning
whaling in the 1960s.
Oakland,
of
Boat
Fold-Ayounger people, if they know the every race in which they were
many more pups to - choose turer,
The author touches on
Crappie,four pounds from Harrods Creek, by Darrell Whitmer.
from. You'll also have all Calif., says the sailboat will be money is to be used for entered in world competition.
many areas of ship design,
Louisville..
Magnum, out to break
summer for starting the pup easily transportable by car into wildlife's benefit will not mind
including the kayak as a fusion
White bass, five pounds, tie between Lorne Horn, Dawson
areas normally inaccessible to paying for better management Cigarette's stranglehold op the
of man and craft; die extoward hunting season.,
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resources.
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produte a purebred litter after *ma aPartmen •
pond by W. S. Woeley, CamKeffsviire-.Laing
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hunt was 100 per cent yes, this Scorpion Crusader engines,
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Marine
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-First data from the
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mating with a dog of her breed two-year study to determine more equal basis than it- did 50
to
preserve
wanting
realize profits in ships
%liether outboard motors pol- years ago.
should result in a fine litter
the natural things in life and to propelled only by sail.
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A surprising fact found in this learn more about them.
4. If you can't tell a male from lute the waters
be study was that several females
In general, I found that the
a female woodcock by their operate is expected to
CORPS Of eN011.0
ailahle in April. MERC,set up seemed to know more about opinion of the older and the
feathers, but the size of the bird
the major outboard motor wildlife, hunting and related younger people differed in the
and the length of its bill will give
, is conducting its fields than did the males,
manufacturers
hens
Full-grown
clue.
a
you
fact that the younger people
lakes in Michifive
on
research
especially the country girls over seemed to be more "conaverage 6 ounces or more,
AS A VISITOR TQ THE PUBLIC LANDS
Florida which -never
and
gan
the boys from large cities.
cocks usually less than 6. The
servation minded" and tended
have bees exposed to marine
I PLEDGE TO
It was suspected that females to go along or conform with the
hen's bill measures two elevenprotecwell
are
exhausts,
engine
• KEEP THE LAND CLEAN AND FREE OF LITTER
sixteenth inches or more, the ted from pollutants and are would answer yes to the rules that govern wildlife
question; "Is hunting cruel?" management. This is believed
less
than
always
almost
cock's
• RESPECT AND TREAT THE LAND AS MY OWN
stocked with fish.
But only one female said yes, to be due to background and
that.
• LEAVE GATES AND FENCES AS I FIND THEM
;while several males answered conservation education in
5. Many of the thousands of
-The Navy's Oceanographic
Government publications you Office reports that around 1880 yes. This was a surprising to certain areas of the country.
• OBEY STATE GAME AND FISH LAWS
of
are
find. The males that answeted Although younger people, 25
can get at small cost
it required 2 hours and 30
• BE CAREFUL WITH FIRE
great interest to sportsmen and minutes to take a 4,475-fathom yes were of a large city years or less, seemd to be more
again.
nature-lovers. For a free list of
aware that we do have a
wire line sounding of the ocean background,
Every one of the subjects problem to deal with the young
subjects covered, write
soundan
echo
Today,
bottom.
U 5 _ARMY, CORPS OF ENGINEERS
Superintendent of Documents, er can obtain the same sounding thought we needed more and old alike agreed that our
IN COOPERATION WITH
Government Printing Office, in Ii seconds. That's real wildlife biologists. This could natural heriatage must be
Hianters---watch 'our smoke*
U S DEPARTMENT OF THE'INTERIOR
show a trend of everyone saved.
Washington, D.C. 20402.
and warming fires:
Kentucky's Record
Pound And Ounce
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FDA proposes halt in use
of preservative, curing agent
Neither DEPC nor the
WASHINGTON (UPI): A
meat-curing themicals are
wine preservative and two
new, and the government
meat curing agents came
under fire today on _ agencies said they had no
grounds they may combine., evidence of harm to
with other chemicals to 'Eumans from their use;--form 'cancer-causing s u
Suspicion of both results
stances.
from recent scientific reThe Food and Drug
'Administration prposed a
searcit- The FDA said
-concluded t h a
WPC may, combine with
ate (DEPC), used as a ferother . ingredientn to form
mentation inhibitor a n d
urethan, a known carcinopreservative in some still
gen. A carcinogen is somewines and noncarbonated
thing that causes cancer.
soft drinks.
An associate of Ralph
"This possibility has not
Nader, meantime, urged
been t;hown at the levels of
t.h e Agriculture Departuse permitted, or in any
ment to bar most uses of
marketed product," t.h e
both sodium nitrite a n d
FDA said. The agency said
sodiuni nitrate. which are
it was proposing the ban
used in curing 'nam, corned
"as a precautionary measbeef, frankfurters, cold
ure." Use of DEPC can concuts, bacon and some baby
tinue during a 60-day perifoods to prevent deadly
od for public comments on
botulism, and also to color
the proposal.
the cured meats red.

• TRENTON, N. J.(UPD: Leo Scaduto, a New York
-.City office worker who lived in Brooklyn, liked to
take a couple of chances each week in the New
Jersey lottery.
Every week he gave $1 to Nancy Collacchlo, a
co-worker who bought two tickets for him.
Scadüä gave Miss Coraetlilir-OW -money
week in JubfAlent left on vacatien for %MK
With
,
his son- In Foil Ttint, Wis.
There he suffered a heart attack and two months
ago he died.
Last week, Miss Colacchio cleaned out her purse.
She found the two tickets and decided to check the
numbers against a list of outstanding winning tickets
in a newspaper.
One of the tickets was a first prize winner, worth
$50,000.
She called Scaduto's widow.
Two days later Mrs. Scaduto came to Trenton to
pick up the $50,000 check.
Lottery director Ralph Batch said the tickets had
no identifying name and Miss Colacchio could have
claimed them for herself.

All
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Also available in many
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William Moore
Resigns Post
Mate Depu
Ily WILLIAM BRADFORD
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
William Moore has resigned as
state deputy personnel conunissioner, saying he does not want
to serve in a political position.
In a letter to Personnel Commissioner Ralph Howe, Moore
indicated his resignation was
prompted by the so-called
"Howe Bill" which has been
passed by the House and could
come up for a final vote in the
Senate Monday. The bill would
remove the personnel commissioner, his deputy, personnel division directors and their secretaries from protection under
the merit system and thus allow them to be fired upon a
change of governors.
Gov. Wendell Ford, a Demot, sought the legislation
when Howe refused to resign.
,
"My resignation Is being
mitted at this time," Moore
said, since the effect of the proposed legislation (House Bill
120- would be to replace the
professional staff of the Department of Personnel.
"Having joined state government three years ago in a merit system position," Moore said,
"I feel it would be better to return to professional position-la private sector.
"Having no background in
have
politics," he asserted,
no desire in working in what
liB120 would change into a poUcal position."
"If enacted," he said,
legislation will do more to destroy the merit system than
any single act ever taken in the
commonwealth.
"Any objective person knows
of the many merit system
struggles we have gone through
during the last three years,"
Moore said. "It would be a
shame indeed if these efforts
by so many to help the career
employes proved to be in
vain."
Moore apparently was referring to the firing of hundreds of
_merit system employes when
the Republicans replaced 20
years of Democratic rule in
Frankfort upon the election of
former Gov. Louie B. Nunn in
1967.
Moore noted that the state
Personnel Board had ordered
the reinstatement of more than
1000 of those employes who had
appealed their dismissals
"To those who say the merit
system has not worked, the
record speak*fer itself" he deIlered. "There en over 12,000
career --emPloyes with five
years or more of state service,
which is significant since state
government loses over 10,000
persons per year in normal
turnover alone.
"Within the last three years,"
Moore said, "the state personnel board has been successfully
upheld by the Court of Appeals
in its efforts to protect employes from political abuse.
"During this three-year period," he continued, 'we have
had our merit system tests and
procedures reviewed by the
U.S. Civil Service Commission,
representatives from universities, professional personnel
associations and industry with
favorable reports resulting.
"Further, the record shows
that more new personnel programs have been initiated for
career state employes than
ever before.
"Despite the proposed legislation that allows for the political
appointment of Department of
Personnel staff," Moore said,
"it is hoped that a professional
staff will be continued in the
department.
"I am sure the current governor will see the wisdom of appointing individuals presently
In the governmental personnel
system or those with a solid industrial personnel background," he said.
BIGHORNS BIG WORRY
NEW YORK (API — Only
215 California bighorn sheep,
native to the Sierra mountains,
survive today.
The species was decimated
by hunters early in the .20th
century. According to "The
High Sierra," the first volume
of Time-Life Books American
Wilderness series, the remaining bighorns dispersed to
the mountain peaks, where they
seldom encounter each other
and have little opportunity to
procreate
In order to prevent their extinction, the bighorns are allotted certain plateaus and plains
Ucmjçj.es„tag offlimits to people.
SPANISH TRADE
Spain set up a board of trade
for dealing with -affairsof
America on Jan. 20, 1503.

brig e
rse Planned
Flotilla
By JOHN STOWELL
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — A
new government report today
questioned some widely held
beliefs about marijuana and
suggested that pot may hold
medical value for glaucoma
patients.
The second annual report to
Congress by the National Insitute of Mental Health mph.sizes that more research is
needed, however, on marijuana's effect on driving ability, chromosomes of women of
childbearing age, and possible

- WASHINGTON AP)
rem of Mines Director Elbert
V. Osborn has disputed his
aide's claim that new coal miners need not worry about contracting black-lung disease.
Acting Deputy Director Donald P. Schlick, the bureau's top
health and safety official, made
the assertion on recent trips to
Kentucky, West Virginia and
Alabama.
- Schliclerbefief Is that the Bureau of Mines dust-control proexam are working so well that
black lung is a thing of the
past.
However, --Okborn said,
think the health people don't
have enough information to
make a positive statement. We
do know that the effects of dust
vary from person to person.”
Osborn said research projects
in the area are continuing 1W
cause "there is a great deal to
do in finding the best techniques" in reducing coal dust in
the mines.
Black lung disease is caused
by the inhalation of fine coal
dust.

Federal State Market News
Service
Wednesday
February
9
Mayfield, Kentucky.
Farmers Livestock Market:
Livestock weighed on arrival.
Cattle this week 350
Calves this week 24
Compared To Last Week:
Slaughter cows .50 higher,
Slaughter Bulls, Calves, anti
vealers steady, feeder steers
1.00 higher with instances of 2.00
higher on weights under 500
lbs., feeder heifers steady.
Slaughter Cows: Utility 22.0024.00, high yieldings individuals
up to 25.00, Cutter 19.50-22.00,
Canner 17.00-19,50.
Slaughter Bulls: Utility over
1,000 lbs. 25.00-27.00.
and
Calves
Slaughter
Vealers: Choice 180-240 lbs.
vealers 48.00-53.00, mixed Good
and Choice 43.00-48.00, Choice
240-350 lbs. calves 45.00-50.50,
mixed Good and Choice 40.0045.00.
Feeder Steers: Choice 300-400
lbs. 34.00-45.50, Couple of high
Choice up to 55.50, 400-500 lbs.
41.00-43.00, 500-600 lbs. 39.0041.80, mixed Good and Choice
300-400 lbs. 41.00-43.00, 400-500
lbs. 39.00-41.00,500-600 lbs. 370039.00, 600-700 lbs. 35.00-37 00,
Good 300-400 lbs. 39.00-41.00, 400500 lbs. 37.00-39.00, 500-600 Its
35.00-37.00.
Feeder Heifers: Choice 300400 lbs. 37.25-38.25, high Choice
up to 41.50, 400-500 lbs. 35.0037,75, 500-600 lbs. 34.00-36 00,
600-700 lbs. 33.00-34.75, mixed
Good and Choice 300.400 lbs
35.00-37.50, 400-500 lbs. 33 0035.00, 500-600 lbs. 32.00-34.00

damage to the brain and kidneys.
The researchers have strongly recommended against pot
smoking by young women until
the birth defects question is answered and against intravenous
Injection of the weed.
The 270-page document, basically a scientific report, leaves
recommendations to a presidential commission that is scheduled to report next month.
The authors digressed at one
point, however, to suggest that
"simple availability of marijuana may not be the most significant factor in its use and
abuse."
"In the attempt to prevent
abuse," they said, "social customs and controls, guided by
ormal knowledge, are
more potent than legal sane-.
lions alone."
,
Rrersing itself since last
year, the NThIll said marijuana
use appears to be widespread
and on the increase, with no
signs of tapering off.
The report estimates that between 15 and 20 rnillim Americans, mostly in the 18-to-29 age
group, have tried marijuana.
Three weeks ago the National
Commission on Marijuana and
Drug abuse estimated 24.6 million have tried it and 8.3. million are current users.
Marijuana has the highest
rate of, use in the West- _
,.the report
its popularity in high schools
varies from a high of 90 per
cent to as low as 5 per cent.
The use among college students rose from 31 per cent in
1970 to 44 per cent in 1971, according to available statistics-;
"With the greatly expanded
research effort into marijuana
and related synthetics," the report said, "there is a strong
possibility that cannabis derivatives, very possibly in chemically modified form, will once
again achieve medical acceptance in the treatment of a variety gLetinditions."
It cited a 1971 study by R. S.
-Ilepler and I. M. Frank in the
Journal of the American Medical Association in which most
of the 11 marijuana smoking
subjects had up to a 25 per cent
decrease interocular (eye)
pressure.
Although nioee research will
be required, the NIMH said, the
experiment "holds forth the
promise" that marijuana or
some derivative'may-.1n_ treatment of glaucoma, a
hardening of the eyeball often
resulting in blindness.
Marijuana has been used
since the 5th Century in some
parts of the world for treatment of ailments ranging from
diarrhea to dandruff.

Keep duplicates!
STORRS, Conn. 1UPI I —
Keep a duplicate record of
important family papers and(
numbers linsurance policies,
social security, driver's license)
in a book stored away from the
home front — say in a bank or
at your office. In event in
emergency destroys t h e
originals, you'll be less at Wa.
says Dr. ...Elsie Fetterman,
,
Extension Family Economy'
at the University of (
necticut.
LITTLE LUCK
Archer..
HALIFAX (AP)
bagged only four deer in the
Chignecto game sanctuar‘ in
northern Nova Scotia in 1971
rgesupeowielksirgazt during the two-week season was a
190-pound 15 point buck The
sanctuariji is the only area in the
provincewbere bow-and-argon
hunters are permitted to huntdeer during a special season

The Murray-Kenlake Flotilla
274 of the US. Coast Guard
Auxiliary has announced plans
for presenting a course in
Boating Safety for all boaters
interested in increasing their
knowledge of safety in boat
handling.
The three-lesson course will
be
conducted on Thursday
February
17,
evenings,
February 24, and March 2, at
7:30 p.m. in the Waterfield
Student Union Building on the
campus of Murray State
University. A nominal fee of
62.00 will be charged to cover
cost of instruction manual and
supplies.
A few of the topiak_coyered.
during the
course will be
tra i tering, nautical Asc.minology, boat"id IMii
selection, cortunen aids to
navigation, mooring an
maneuvering, handling in
heavy weather, Rules of the
Road, whistle signals, and legal
responsibilities for boaters.
The classes will be conducted
by members of the local Coast
Guard Auxiliary Flotilla who
have been qualified as instructors by the Southern
Region of the Auxiliary and will
use materials published by the
Coast Guard for the purpose of
indoctritnating the public in
safety on the water.
Registration for the course
will take place on the evening of
the first class,
.
Further information may be
obtained by calling Neale B.
Mason, 753-2234, or Shirley
Johnson, 753-2277,

WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Price Commission Thursday
froze all private utility rates
across the nation and gave itself until March 10 to sharpen
its utility price guidelines.
The freeze means that virtually all electric, gas, telephone, telegraph, railroad, airline and intercity bus and
trucking rates will be held for
up to 30 days at whatever rates
were legally in effect at midnight Wednesday.
It temporarily blocks about
900 requests for increases totaling billions of dollars, the commission said.
Publicly-owned utilities, such
as public mass transit systems
and municipal water operations, are not frozen. Their
rates may go up.
----Price Commission chairman
C. Jackson Grayson Jr. said
the temporary freeze was _ordered because the -panel's
three-and-a-half week old utility
regulations have turned out to
be too vague.
He said the commission will
hold four days of public hearings, its first open session on
any subject, beginning next
Feb. 22.
"The prime objective of the
public hearings is to create

BEN FRANKLIN
- Tainiary- ir,17/06-, marks the
birthday of scientist-statesman
Benjamin Franklin.

more explicit •-guidelines that
can be given the regulatory
agencies so that they can more
properly certify rate increases
to the Price Commission," he
said.
Grayson said the commission
also wants tritear views of a
concerned public, and said almost 40 per cent of the commission's mail has concerned
utility rate increases.
He also said the freeze and
public hearings should not be
taken to indicate that utility
rates will soon be freed from
controls, or that most or any of
the frozen utility rate requests
will be struck down.
Grayson said any person who
has a substantial interest in the
hearings or who represents a
group or class of such persons
may request to participate.
They must write the commission before next wednesday.
BATTLES BOTTLES
MONTREAL (AP) — Three
young Montrealers are battling
pollution by scrounging through
refuse from bars and apartment blocks for bottles that can
be recycled and sold in their
craft shop. The trio turns the
bottles into goblets, jardinieres, candle holders, lamps,
jewelry and punch bowl sets.

SCOTT DRUG

1205 Chestnut Street_

BE OPENttERY-SUN
for your Drug, Prescription
and Sundry Needs
--Open-42:00-am;-till 6:00 p.m.
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DRY CLEANING

OFFER
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seeking 'weal
on pollution ban

munities. Any individual or benefited from various acgroup may Mbar a child tivities last year. Inner City
through SCF for $1113 annually programs are located in New
through the child, family, York City, two Connecticut
community sill-help spon- CommtMities,and one, less than
sorship program. Other income a mile from the White House in
included $884,504 for the self- Washington, D.C.
In Appalachia where SCF
help fund; $16,120 for
scholarship support and started in 1932, 1,746 students in
four states were under sponbequests totaling $145,692.
The report also announced a sorship last year, and in the
change in the agency's top Southern States program, a
management. David L. Guyer, small SCF supported school
Mendenhall,
formerly wit the U.S. Mission to program in
Mississippi is having imthe U.N. and more recently the
pressive results.
Vice President of the Institute
Around the globe, on four
of International Education, was
continents encompassing 16
named Executive Director of
nations, SCF programs, and
SCF and its cooperating
programs funded under its
agency, the
Community
cooperating agency, the
Development Foundation. He
Community Development
succeeds Glen Leet, who held
Foundation
all
reported
the position for the past 15
growing activity. Sponsorships
years. Mr. Leet was named
of the children of these nations,
President of both agencies.
community programs
and
Another 1971 milestone shown
aimed at helping families and
in the SCF report was the
growth of the Inner Cities whole communities improve
their manner of living, all
program, 41eirOptately 30,000
men, warien and children •showed -continuing vigor.
The SCF report touches one
note of tragedy in reporting
M%5lJEET510fite
from South Vietnam the.
SOME P831114,JOT CAN'T
HA6 1NViTED ME
execution by the Viet C,ong of •
READ
seWEEN THE UNES! SCF
1D HER i4CAE,
fieldworker Tran Dan Van.
AND ltiANT5
—43
Van had been with the agency
TO SIRITETSE STOW
for four years. Last June he was
OF HER LIFE!
captured by a Cong patrol and
summarily executed. Despite
this tragedy, the SCF report
shows 147 sell-help projects
remain in operation in South
Vietnam affecting some 60
communities.
The report also reflects
considerable growth in the
American Indian program,. The
nnmiter-is11--Ind1a-n eltiViren
sponsored • totaled
12,128
compared to just over 1,000 a
decade ago. And self-help
programs chosen by the tribes
are now in effect in over 200
lications in 20 states.
In 1971, the report add.,
10,000 schools in 47 states, involving 6 million school
children, collected millions of
pounds of clothing in its annual
Bundle Days clothing drive.
Founded in 1932, SCF will
THE JUNGLE FOLK ARE
mark its 40th anniversary in
REFUSING YOUR MEDIC.AL
'TEAMS BECAUSE THEY ARE
1972. The organization aids
--AfRAII5 TO DISOBEY-children, their families and i
communities in the Southern
Appalachian Mountains, on
American Indian reservation
arid in 14 nations overseas
through
the sponsorship'
program, annual collections of
used clothing, and a general
sell-help fund. The Federation
is registered with the U.S. State
Department Advisory Committee on Voluntary Foreign
Airl, is a member a( tbe Interne
-Tonal 'Union Tor Mild
Welfare and the American
JULIUS
SOMETRusie
Council of Voluntary Agencies
L.09T i-I16
ABOUT AN
for Foreign Service and of the
JOH AS THE
UNCONTROLLABLE
International Council
of
EFENERAL'S
OF 11,16&LING
Voluntary Agencies. An inCHAUFFEuR?
dividual, school or group inNsists1
terested in helping a child
should write or telephone Save
the Children Federation,
Norwalk, Connecticut 06852.

Norwalk, Conn. The 39th
Annual Report of Save the
Children Federation, Inc. the
oldest international voluntary
child sponsorship agency in the
• halt the issuance of permits
=EL_ WAS H I NG TO N!
Attorney General John N.
by the Corps of Engineers
U.S., has been issued to conMitchell h as announced.__under the waste discharge
tributors and sponsors.
that t h e Justice Depart- , permit program started a
The report showed that
ment will appeal the U. S.
year ago by presidential
sponsorships were up again,
District Court decision enexectiti% e order.
this year totaling more than
joining the Army Corps of.
Engineers from isThinr- -fownsiduals.•Sedeetriessos. 22,000 compared to 19,E35 a year
government agencies disago.
permits to discharge wastes
• charging wastes into
into rivers.
Contributors are the mainMitchell filed notice of-- navigable streams were re,
stay of SCF. There are at
quired to obtain a permit
appeal yesterday in U.S.
present approximately 110,000
under the Refuse Act (Sec.
District Court here,
individuals, civic, religious and
lion 13 of the 1899 Rivers
U. S. District Court
fraternal groups, foundations
and Harbor Act).
judge Aubrey E. Robinson
and business firms who conJr ruled on Dec. 22 that
His
ruling
was made in a
permits issued ty lii e
tribute regularly to
the
brought
'Sass
by
action suit
Corps of Engineers for the
programs of SCF and its
attorney Jerome Kalur and
discharge of • wastes into
cooperating agency the ComProf. Donald Large of the
rivers are in violation of
munity Development FounUniversity
Wisconsin.
of
the National Environmendation.
They filed suit last June
tal Policy Act of 1969.
on behalf of all conservaTotal receipts for the year
Mitchell said the Justice
tioaists and recreationists
Department later will file
ending in June, 1971, amounted
its brief in the US. Court_ u s i ii g Northern Ohio's
to $5,915,089. Expenditures
-Grand River. naming 12
of Appeals.
totaled $5,674,892. -companies
ch had
Receipts include $3,850,559 for
JUDGE ROBINSON'S ' applied for permits to dis
decision has to OS to- te-----eitergentirstinsaiates.--.-100nsorshim help for children,
families, schoeb- and cmNv-s(
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Boom in China trade

Sherman
-Benet*
and
Cooper (R. Ky.)
Congressman Tim I..ee Carter
(R. Ky.) have opposed the sale
of burley quotas, and the lease
of burley tobacco quotas across
county lines.
The Kentucky Senator and the
Fifth District Congressman
gave testimony and presented
statements to the House Subcommittee on Tobacco, which
was holding hearings on several
bills proposing changes in the
present -tae -p
leasing tobacietigfittinents.
Senator Cooper pointed out
that he has always opposed the
sale of burley allotments,
because tobacco production is
an important source of cash
income for thousands of small
growers throughout Kentucky,
and he has been concerned that
the sale of allotments-or the
lease of quotas across county
lines-could result in the concentration of allotments in the
hands of fewer growers having
the largest resources in capital,
equipment and labor.
Senator
Cooper
and
Congressman Carter reported
to the House Tobacco Subcommittee that farmers are
pleased with therpoundage plaa
enacted last year-which
Kentucky growers approved by
96 percent in the May
referendum. Under the plan
burley growers received the
highest prices on record for
their 1971 crop, nearly 10 cents
more than last year, and the
program has also resulted in
reduction of government-held
loan stocks.
They pointed out that the
poundage law already contains
a provision permitting any
farmer to lease up to 15,000
pounds of burley quota, but
within county lines so that
tobacco production would not be
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William P. Lim, assistant
district customs director,
says the biggest dollar-volume commodity has been
cassia, or Chinese cinnamon. of which $1 million
worth has arrived.
Other large-volume items
have been spotted flower
fish, litchi nuts, flavorings
and herbs such as pak kee
and tong dong. The herbs
are in demand among U. S.
Chinese for medicinal...10W
FREE
change.
$2.50 Carto
that the limited leasing
provision already permitted in , the law provides flexibility '
enabling a small grower to
lease additional poundage or, if
he prefers, to lease his quota to
another and maintain some
income from his quota.
During the hearing, the
Chairman of the House Subcommittee, Congressman Watt
Abbitt of Virginia, told Senator
Cooper that he understood and
shared his views, and that s•
did not-believe the Committee
would propose any change in
the burley poundage plan. - -

New Pishwashcr Models
Efficient, Econ—
omical—
New dishwasher models are
You'll also check table-setting
easy to we and need almost no capacities since they vary with
care as they perform their task different models.
•
of keeping dishes clean. And,
Once you've made your 1
they use only a small amount of
electricity in doing their work. choice, you'll use the cycle
In looking tor a dishwasher recommended by the
for your kitchen, you'll choose manufacturer for the kind of
the model with the convenience dishes being washed.
features that best fit your - For more efficient use, you needs. These features include -mar-halel small loads of dishes
random loading, lift-out and lad Wash them only once a day.
elide-out racks, detergent and
Only dietLwasber detergents
rinsing agent dispensers, a
should be used since other
variety of cycles, self-cleaning
cleaning agents can block the
filters, and the ability of the
washing action, causing t
dishwasher to raise the
temperature of the water if overflow. This could damage r
your dishwasher.
necessary.
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(UPI) - Unless stricter
KNOXVILLE
law enforcement is instituted to control illegal hunting
and poaching, the Smoky Mountain black bear is in
danger of being wiped out, says a University of Tennessee researcher.
Jack Collier reported some of his findings from a
two-year census of the black bear on the Tennessee side
of the Smokies. He said there were an estimated 135
bears in the area and the number appears to be decreasingHe said that hunting pressure is greatest along the
boundaries of the Great Smoky Mountains National Park
and that the park does not have manpower to police the
area properly to protect the bears from poachers.
In addition to the killing of black bears, there is the
problem of cub trapping.
"Poacheri get $50 for a cub," Collier said. "The cub
is born in February and they capture him in April.
Usually they have to kill the cub's mother. Some cubs
are sold to tourists and others end up at roadside
- stands."
He, recommended more stringent laws dealing with
possession of wild animals as a means of protecting the
bear population.

And the importers have
other problems. As of now,
Chinese usually don't sell
to the U. S. businessmen directly. Americans place
their orders with intermediaries in Canada, Hong
Kong and Europe, and
goods are trans-shipped.

moved out of the county to
which it is now assigned. They
stated their belief that the
poundage plan should be continued in its present form, and
that Kentucky burley growers
would be opposed to any
changes in the poundage law at
this time.
Congressman Carter recalled
his fight last year to protect the
interests of small growers in
his District, and Senator Cooper
stated that his position against
the sale of allotments or leasing
D5
protect small growers in times
of hardship. They explained
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Imports in San Francisco.
BY ROBERT STRAND
SAN FRANCISCO (UPI):- -everybody has to wait in
line.''
"When President Nixon
Gump's quick flight to
made the announcement,
we were ready arid put two
„Hong Kong produced
$100,000 worth of porcebuyers on the next plane to
lains, jade carvings and
Hong Kong."
jewelry - worth several
With that, says Christ
times that on the retail
Stritzinger, executive vice
market here
president of Gump's, his
But Gump's, having been
S a n Francisco specialty
store was off to a running
in business for a century,
had the advantage of being
start in the great race to
well known to Chinese merbuy goods from mainland
China.
chant families with whom
they have long done bur
NIXON'S
announcement
ness. Their representatives
last June lifted the ban, in
crossed the border to meet
effect since 1949. of imGump's buyers in Hong
ports from the Chinese
Kong,
mainland. It was like the
start of a new gold rush.
IN SAN Francisco, cus"So many people are
toms officials think $5 milclamoring to buy these
lion in Chinese goods have
things, there's not enough
entered the port since Augnat — evert though the
to sell," says Philip Murphy. a buyer for Cost Plus
longshore striii kept • the
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NOTICE

NOTICE

DO YOU want to bet your house
won't catch on fire? That's
exactly what you're doing if you
don't have adequate fire
protection. Why not, see Doug
Willoughby at MFA Insurance
Company for the protection you
need. Homeowners, farm
owners, mobile homeowners and
renters insurance. Phone 7531222.
Fl5P

U.S. COAST
GUARD AUXILIARY
SAFE BOATING
COURSE
Starts Feb. 17
for information phone
753-2234
or
753-2277

NOTICE

Give that Someone Special a
Special Gift for Valentine's Day!
•
Make it a .. .

STEREO or TELEVISION
Something To Remember Always!!

FOR SALE
BARGAIN!! SINGER Sewing
machine, nice cabinet. Excellent
working condition with all attachments, $60.00. Phone 753E496.
Fl2C
TWO WHEEL trailer, 344'x6102
bed. Hardin Morris, 1517 Cardinal Drive. Phone 753-7911. F12P
AKC TOY Poodles, two males.
F12.NC
Phone 753-9869.

And you remember .. •
You cannot beat our prices at any discount store.
Just come by and see for yourself Compare Quality, Warranty and Price!

FOR SALE

CARD OF THANKS

JAP STRAW for bedding. 40 We wish to express our deep
fhanr kind
cents per bale, 35 cents for :90appi-emohoo for the
2.07
lease,
sympathy
For
words
of
acts
and
more.
bales or
dark fired tobacco. See Clovis expressed at the death of Quinton
Byerly, Route 6, Murray, phone Gibson. The many thoughtful
F15P expressions will never be -4.
753-4733.
forgotten. We wish to especially
thank the Men's Sunday School
-1
r
,Take along a sack full. $ Class of the Memorial Baptist
I Country Ham on a Biscuit. 01
Church, and the Murray: $.2s or 4 for 3.89.
i
Calloway County Shrine Club.
1
I
Mrs. Quinton Gibson, Vanda and
0 Frank.
TRIANGLE INN
4
1TNC
L

ZENITH TELEVISION, 23",
black and white. Good condition, '2 CHIHUAHUA PUPPIES, We wish to express our sincere
-A•
make excellent pets. Phone 753- thanks and appreciation to all our
reasonable price. Phone 489Fl4C friends and neighbors for their
F12NC 3110.
2326.
prayers,flowers,food,cards, and
HI! FREE grease job with oil
1969 HONDA 350 Scrambler, low REGISTERED IRISH Setter, six expressions of sympathy shown
k : nge. Cirgarettes $.25 pack.
F14C months old, from champion field us during the illness and death of
mileage. Phone 767-2032.
- $2.50 Carton. 4th St. Ashland, 400
and show lines. $50.00. Phone 436- our husband, father, and brotherog
F12C
N.4th.
Fl4C Louis Sluameyer.
CLEAN CARPETS the save and 2437.
Our special thanks to Dr. Mit
safe way with Blue Lustre. Rent
I TERRY Shoemaker, Route -2,
electric shampooer $1. Big IC, REFRIGERATOR, APART- Quertermous, staff at Murray753-5865
Phone
Center
Shopping
Central
Hazel, will not be responsible for
Belaire Shopping Center. Fl2C MENT size electric range, small Calloway County Hospital, staff •
any debts other than my own
cabinet, 220 electric heater. at Jewish Hospital, Louisville, •
after February 8, 1972.
303Dr. Alan Lansing, heart surgeon
ROMERO
FREE ESTIMATE on septic tank
Sprint Small light-line stove, radios.
1964 ALFA
FIEP
FOR RENT
Terry Shoemaker
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
F14P in his team, staff at J. H. Churinstallation. Phone 753-7850. TFC
completely rebuilt, 5 speed North 12th Street.
chill Funeral Home, Roth
synchronizer, double overhead
lit STORY BRICK Veneer on 40 ACRES of good farm land, 12 PROFESSIONAL OFFICE space camshaft excellent condition. 30" ELECTRIC STOVE, $45.00. Funeral Home, Paducah, Rev.
520.05. 21" Harold Council and Rev. David
IVY/portable.
Elm Street. Basement, four miles west of Murray, half mile availabie. For information Call Paris 642,6536 after 5 Due to the tremendous response to the sewing machine
Federal
at
picture Brasher for their comforting
Thomas
TV,
new
color
contact
Bruce
Fl2p1Zenith
kitchen,
dining
room,
bedrooms,
South off Highway 94. Priced at
Specials which we advertised in this weeks Ledger and
!tube, $145.00. 1964 Chevrolet van words. God's richest blessings be
Savings and Loan, Main Street in
with
living
room
large
baths,
1V2
For
per
information
acre.
$150.00
Times. The Murray Singer Sewing Center Is offering 2
TFC
truck, $195.00. Bed frame, with each of you.
fireplace. Phone 753-8556. Fl4C phone 753-8072.
F14C Murray or phOne 753-7921.
SAVE BIG! Clean rugs and mattress and box, $25.00. Phone
more,groat buys of floor model nesalisas.
Mrs. Louis Slusmeyer, Mrs.Dan
_
.with Blue Lustre. 436-5570.
F14C,Edwards ` and family and
TWO -BEDROOM unforkLsbe040004
$1.
*Wolk-4bampeser
entraf
.ftlityl:
ITC
'Brothers and Sisters.
1971 Model 756 Touch and
Drug Stem, Central HONDA 160 CL. Phone 7531971 Model Golden Touch
heat and air. Built-in stove. Begley
VW
Sew in attractive Early
Center.
Shopping
and Sew in handsOnle
Fl4C
9974. '
Phone 753-4478 or 753-9135. TFC
HELP WANTED
American Maple desk.
Fruitwood Cabinet. New
$100.00 Off Original price.
'S PLATE
warranty
APRICOT POODLE puppies, 8
TWO BEDROOM trailer one mile
R.N. and L.P.N.'s
under 12 years)
I1111.1)
weeks old. Phone 753-3056. F14C WANTED:
Jimmy
Murray. Phone :
from
full-or part time, salary excellent
See thie-see*-at
or
vegetables
2
and
Meat
F22P
Stations,Cadiz 522,6332.
and fringe benefits. Call or write
- french fries...$.49 Here
1971 EAGLE-MOBILE home,
APPROXIMATELY FOUR ACRES OF LAND
The Mayfield Hospital, 203 East
Go 7s3-4953
full
two
bedrooms,
two
12'x60',
FURNISHED 2 bedroom brick
North St., Mayfield, Ky. 42066.
Your Singer Approved Dealer
air
baths, fully carpeted, central
duplex, electric heat, air conTRIANGLE INN
Phone number 1-247-5320. Mr.
753-7606
Phone
conditioning.
ditioning and carpet. Available
Open 8:00 A.M.-9 P.M. Mon.-Sat.
Adon corner of Oliver and West Wood Streets,
F17C James W. Standifer
around noon.
now 009N. 16th . Phone 753Scott
Nancy
Mrs.
ministrator.
Sundays
pm
1:00 PM4:00
Fl4C MAGNOLIA MOBILE home,
5140
Paris, Tennessee.
R.N. Director of Nursing. Fl2C
has
13 x63', extra fine. A•0 Coach STAMPER COAL Company
OFFICE SPACE, adequate Estates. Central heat and air, all plenty of 7x4 washed lump and EMPLOYED MAN. Repair
TRAINED mechanics on
Has four-room house and full basement
parking space. 711 Main Street. electric, heat tape, underpenned. No. 6 oil treated stoker coal. The typewriters part-time. We train.
. All work guaranteed.
Phone753.7045-or 753-1409. F18C--Two bedrooms, large bath, best is cheaper. Stamper Coal Local interview. For application
or commercial use.
Mime The 4th SL Ashland
washer and dryer included, fully Company, 501 West Broadway, details,
Regional
write:
TIm.ON.N.4th. 753.1146. F12C
TWO BEDROOM apartment. carpeted, new drapes, recently Mayfield; Kentucky. Phone 247- Manager,Box 25, Glenshaw,
Fl5P Pa.
Phope..
Also will do babysitting. Es- painted. Many other extras. You 1808.
FlZC
perienced. Phone 753-7503. F12C, must see to appreciate. Drive by
•
17
PARK
TRAILER
with
spaces.
PHONE 753-3147 • MURRAY
and look, then call for a
to
.East of Murray on Hwy. 94. Wih'WANTED BABY-SITTER
Before 5:00 p.m.
BEAUTIFUL VALARAH. Lee pointment, 753-4307 after 5:00 o
hours
few
a
home
my
to
come
finance two-thirds at $135.00 a
March
Apartment, unfurnished, 2 762-2851 I work).
each day. Phone 753-9913 after
or
month. Call 753-6202 or 753bedroom, living room, kitchen,
Fl4C
5:00p.m.
TFC
3648.
utility, and bath Carpeted Air
Dishwasher,
conditioned.
FOUR DOLLARS an hour. Knapp
Between 6:00 p.m.
refrigerator, stove, garbage
SERVICES OFFERED
part-time salesman earr
Shoe
Flec
ho_ldispaLP ne/53-3865.
.00 p.m. In The LARGE TWSLIedroom brick. SMALL FARM: good locatiors e
this much and more because
future
investment.
or
EXTERIOR
business
INTERIOR,
Has large den, living room,
are higher than
Evening
East Murroy, ap
painting; any size job. All work commissions
23-1/16x35"
dining room,kitchen with built-in One mile
Free
investment!
NoIf you know your route
ever.
1.4e
ACRES
dark
fired
tobaeco
guaranteed. Use first quality
stove and dishwasher. Carpeted proximately 10 acres pasture.
training
Thick
.009
equipment! Free
boy's number, please call
Call
base.
W.
Good
barn.
J.
Steve
water.
wire
Call
fencing,
Hog
stables,
estimate.
Free
paint.
throughout. Carport with outside
lain first. If you get no
7 room house, Garland,489-2520 after 6:00
February 28C program! Interested? Write E.
These plates are perfect Todd,753-8495.
storage. See at 1309 Overby. For Cozy older
results then call John
M. Bistow, Knapp Shoes,
F14C
modern. For appointment call p.m.
F23C
phone
753-6650.
appointment
for siding or roofing
F12C
Pasco , Jr. at the above
Brockton, Mass. 02401.
TFC
(36-2173.
BULLDOZER WORK, trucking,
number during the hours I
FURNISHED ONE bedroom barns, for placing
also bank gravel, fill dirt and
BY OWNER three bedroom 33 ACRE FARM. Good house
listed
apartment,$65.00 per month plus
of
bottom
around
topsoil. Phone Hardin 354-8569 or
.house with air conditioner, with bath, new well. 30 acre
OLD AXE FOUND
FI4C
utilities. Phone 753-4910.
TFC
after 6:00 p.m.
354-8161
drapes and some carpeting. 204 cropland or will sell house with
MOSCOW 1API - Some
mobile
to
keep
homes
South 15th Street. Phone 753one acre. Phone 435-5432. Fl2F MOBILE HOME, two bedrooms, out the wind and snow, HARRY'S ELECTRIC!:. Moscow residents uncovered an
AUTOS FOR SALE
Fl4C
axe that archeologists said was
8213
all electric, air conditioned.
Rewiring, Service Changes, a relic of tribes that lived in the
other
many
for
1972 CHEVELLE SS 350 cubic
and
F14C
436-2145.
Phone
Electric Heat Specialist. No job is area 4.000 years ago
inch, V8, power steering, air
uses such as
too small. Reasonable rates. 1106
conditioning, 3 speed, Automatic
THREE ROOMS and bath furSycamore. Phone 753"building out"
transmission,factory stereo tape
nished apartment, downtown.
February 15C
2967.
The R.B. Parker Farm, 95 acres, 2x. miles East of
player and radio. Phone 753mice or rats.
Plenty .of parking. Central gas
mar,
FIEC
Murray
on
3111.
Outland
School
Road.
maintenance
Highly fertile crop land.
When a
heat, carpeting, good appliances.
PIANO MAJOR at the University
forgets to service a Oumcy
Good 2 bedroom cottage with bath. 2 excellent metal grain
Prefer single or couple.
Compressor, no damaiL is
will give private piano lessons for
4
bins,
Belvedere
holding
6,600
1966
PLYMOUTH
bushels.
Over
2,000
ft.
road
frontage,
don" because a built-in
Reasonable rent with all utilities Call at
or advanced students.
beginners
only
1967
1,600
Also
feet
to
door,
automatic.
public
water
main.
This property has
safety feature re,nembers
paid. Phone 753-5617 or 753F12C
Phone 753-3549.
•
high potential for farming, developing or recreational
Plymouth Baracuda Fastback,
and takes the load off the
Fl5C
1257.
compressor, eliminating
activity.
753speed.
4
Phone
V8,
.273,
damage. Write or roll for
F12P
8441. '
A veteran is someone who
SEPTIC: TANK cleaning, back
details.
103 N. 4th St.
'2 DUPLEX' apartment furhas the will to live, to surwork. Phone Rex Camp, 753THE WORLD'S FINEST
hoe
nished, one bedrooM, living
AIR COMPRESSORS
vive.
TFC
1967 AUSTIN Healy Sprite. Good
5933.
Ky.
Murray,
room, kitchen and bath. Gas
We have a large selection ot tires, low mileage. Priced to sell.
He's self-disciplined and
compressors to Sell, Trade or
heat. For couple or two boys.
ALL your home tatlitions,F12C
Phone 753-6564.
Rent!
mature. He's had to grow
FleC
Phone
tires.
753-3143.
NEW AND used tractor
DIXIELAND
alterations, remodeling, etc.
fast.
up
Louisville, Ky. P.041161 111. or Phone 502487-1151.
Tractor flats repaired. Speedy Free Estimates. Phone 753COMPRESSOR M. 1 1971 FORD STATION wagon.
one service. Vinson Tractor Co.
FURNISHED
acquired the skills,
...He's
NEATLY
TFC
automatic
E123.
country squire
Prefer Phone 753-4892.
the technical knowledge,
1TC
Phone 753-3018
transmission, cruise-o-matic, NICE 2 bedroom home; gas' CORNER LOT, Henry and South bedroom -apartment.
PERSONAL INCOME tax setLoCakect 100
the education, and the ex_
power steering, brakes, windows central heat, fire place, 16th Street. Exceptionally nice married couple.
at TAPPAN AVOCADO green gas vice by appointment. Phone 436401 N. 4th
seen
perience the Government
be
South
May
13th
Street.
and seats. Air conditioning, carpet, drapes, good location to To settle Loyd Henry Estate. Call
F29C .provides.
F15C stove, used 8 months. Phone 753- 2145.
Control.
Pest
Kelly's
hitch.
trailer
FM,
school.
and
stereo AM
grocery, hospital and
Eunice M.Henry,753-2663. Fl5P
F15C
3690 or 753-211&
knows be hos o job to
ffePrice $3,850.00. Phone 753Possession with deed and only
FURNITURE REFINISHING,
HI! GET your lawnmower. RotoTWO BEDROOM unfurnished
do end bow to do it.
F14C
3078.
$9,500.00.
pick
Free
tiller or chain saw repaired.
guaranteed.
work
all
753-8175
house at 317 Irvan. Phone
ELECTRIC STOVE, $25.00,
WANT TO BUY
•
He's o leader.
Good two bedroom home, nice
F18C Refrigerator, $25.00. Good cook up and delivery. Free estimate.
Where? 4th St. Ashland Station,
or 753-4707.
convertible.
some
needs
lot, quite street,
F12C 1969 CORVETTE
Jerry
finish.
natural
or
Antique
400 14.4th.
veteran
A
and
Moen
opstove, $45.00. 1958 Ford wagon.
12' wide
P.T.; A.M-FM radio. $3,000. Will repair. Selling to settle estate. WANT TO BUY 10' and
Marchl6C
753-3045.
life,
of
McCoy,
red
value
tit;
plyeiates
semi-reti
FOR
LOOKING
turn
92
right,
out
(206)
good
miles
Two
in
be
mobile homes. Must
sell or trade. Phone 753-2562.F14C Give us a laid.
of work, of_soccess.
Dill's couple to live in small house on- two miles to Pleasent Valley
2 nice lots in Westwood Sub- shape. See Brandon Dill at
Glendale Road and help take Church, second house on right. TRACTOR REPAIR work.
0.
P.
He's eradicated, Mi541to
write
or
Court
Trailer
1970 MODEL TRIUMPH 500. division, ready to build and only
grounds. If Robert Jackson.
Fl
eoted,_and determined.
Box 567, Murray,Kentucky. F12C core of adjoining
Experienced mechanic on duty.
Newest models
New motor, good shape. Phone $2,200.00 each.
hittirosed phone 753-1274. Fl
day
calls
service
field
make
We
A vela= is the kind of
FI4C Good year round cottage on
753-8527.
demonstrated
AKC REGISTERED Tiny Toy or night. Phone 753-9879 or 753person you want working
Kentucky Lake in nice sub753old.Phone
FREE at your horn,
weeks
Mardil7C
Poodles, 11
9857.
for you.
division. Water, electricity and
TRADE
SALE
OR
FOR
ITC
E379.
and in.tallmem
etc. Two bedrooms, living room,
for information on hiring
Take Trade tin an.
den, large kitchen, on large
LEASE
vehirans: See your local
1.01(
17
TRAILER PARK with
spaces.
Mak,
1965 BUICK Electra 225, full shady lot. $9,000.00.
office of the Stole EmployMurray on Hwy. 94. Will
of
East
907
at
air.
See
factory
povier,
BURLEY
Nice shady lot 75'x185' in Blood
POUNDS
Call SAL SARCONE
1,598
ment Service. Contoct the
a
at
$135.00
finance
two-thirds
• F12C River subdivision for only
Vine.
acres fire cured
5.85
Administration for
tobacco;
Vitirans
month.('all 753-6202 or 753753 7272
$425.00.
training information.
tobacco; 2.06 dark air cured
TFC
3648.
WOULD LIKE to sell or trade Galloway Insurance & Real
Service Also Offered
tobacco. Contact Hurt & Hurt
1971 Eagle Mobile home fir a Estate AgeRcy, Murray, KenF15C
phone 489-2691.
OLD UPRIGHT piano. Very good Farms,
F 14C.
Demi
TERRY SHOEMAKER is not small home in o. around Murray. tucky. Phone 753-5842.
condition. Phons 753-4447 after
• ' F17C
cAR'T00 EXPENSIVE
associated with the S & S Step- Phone 753-4759.
5:00 pin.and all day Satur-JOHANNESBURG. South M'KEENLAND DRIVE; lit story, 3
dard..§taUep inliazel„Agnira „1ACI,..7.jgclyaZil
FTM
hicky.
•-spart,oyirts,--rr tlythr-tarpettutl
won a $.3-.360 autortki in -a
WANTED TO KENT,
dining
living ream and separate
THE NATIONAL COMMITTEE
quiz competition but the 26-year
AKC REGISTERED Toy Poodle
•roorn. Kitchen with all built ins,
JOBS FOR VETERANS
ELEXTROLUX SALES & Serold Parking lot attendant said
puppies, r weeks 43. Specie he would have to give up the car
vices,Box 213, Murray. Ky., C.M. WANT TO RENT land for say family room, library an laundry
-41eFect.s.w. cofttrolmotcret for 9.4 polo
prices of $50.00 and $60.00. Phone because he couldn't afford to
tic geed Iry 0.. Act...t:giog Cootticil
Senders. phone 382-2468, Far- beans, approximately 100 acrea. with shower Phone 753-7295 after
t1 th., gaper.
,
o
- Ir16C buehgasoline
F12C
753-4469 after6:OD p.m.
rito 4:00P.111.
ovie Ward,492-11591.
mington,Kentucky.
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WHAT
IS A
VETERAN?

Contact: Beach_Craigmyle Citizens
Fidelity Bank & Trust Co.
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Weather
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Two Killed...

Marshall Jets
Stip By

Way Cleared For House
Vote Op State Agency

(Continued from Page 1)
•
had been towed away by the
Johnson Wrecker Service.
Mrs. Kinney who was sitting
In the middle of the truck wait—
i.Id meeting but he argued FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) - tinned in the truck for about
"usually what happens at
thrity to forty-five minutes While an "open meetings" bill that
meeting is something
closed
a
House
in
snagged
become
a
has
before being taken to the
minutes. The Tigers pulled to
By *LIKE BRANDON
the public wouldn't want to
been
has
way
comrnittee,
the
hospital. Their dog, reported to
within four, 19-15 at the end of
Ledger & Times Sportswriter
meeting had been
be a Cocker Spaniel, was sitting cleared for a House vote next happen if the
It's not too easy to blow an the first quarter.
open."
state
proposed
new
the
week
on
on the right side of the truck and
Murray whittled the gap to
eight point lead with just two
In the House session later, a
was killed instantly. The truck agency for the environment.
left in theTaliiiniligY one point, 2s4st-Amh tw
providing for the state to
bill
Government
State
House
The
ma.
damaged
extensively
win
or not, the Murray High Tigers minutes remaining in the half,
$5,000 to the surviving
pay
favorreported
out
Committee
mainly on the right side. This
did last night at North Marshall but the Tigers failed to score
ably on a unanimous vote Fri- spouse or children of a policea
was
new
truck
only
purand
found
themselves
behind
at
and dropped a 64-62 decesion to
on
chased from Parker Ford,Inc., day the administration bill to man or firefighter killed
intermission 32-25.
the upsurging Jets.
sent
and
94-0
passed
was
duty
department
state
a
create
new
on February 1. The truck was
Murray tied the game for the
second
the
For
previously
towed in by Tabers Wrecker for environmental protection, to the governor. It
first time of the night in the
straight game, the
passed the Senate 37-0.
had
Bill
House
294.
Service.
third quarter at 40 apiece when
failure to get the ball
Among the bills passed by
But a motion to do the same
The camper on the truck had
Porter McCuiston hit a 10
down the floor in the
House and sent to the Senthe
requiring
govall
bill
with
the
Maine
Mr.
license.
and
Mrs.
footer.
North Marshall scored
final seconds cost the
were;
ate
Kentucky
ernmental
in
bodies
Kinney had been here for about
the last two points of the quarter
Tigers a win. Only a
-HB 280, allowing whisky to
to conduct nearly all their busiyears
two
while
serving
he
is
in
and
led
the
at
42-40
end
of
the
week ago the Tigers saw
the U.S. Coast Guard. They are ness only in open meetings fell be sold by the glass in fourth
frame.
the same thing happen in
three votes short of the nine class cities, if approved in a lofrom West Rockport, Maine.
With 6:34 remaining in the
losing
Ballard
at
cal option election. It passed 51needed.
Trooper
Stephenson
said
game
Glenn
Jackson
gave
the
Memorial.
22.
s.sion
The
committee
was
traffic
tied
up
was
Highon
the
Mtrray seemingly had the Tigers their first lead of the
-1-1B 66, allowing up to two
way for more than an hour. He held just before the full House
night,
46-44,
by
stealing
an
ingame wrapped up with 2:17
to file claims for workyears
convened
to
handful
pass
a
of
was
the
at
assisted
the
scene
by
beands
pass and hitting on a
— remaining- in the game as Kie
compensation instead of
men's
bills
minor
.Murray.eiLlice
12,ekartrnent
and
Tigers were holding a 59-51 layin. The Tigers stretched the
Tbeitiow department created requiring--Chelk--clainas In he .
the Misrrofirliii-Department.
lead
to
eight
poniiii
before
the
lead. Two free throws by the
The fire department was called under HB 294 would take over filed within one year as itEJ__
Jets' Keith Jones and a charity Jets refueled.
for
we of their saw to get Mrs. the strip-mine reclamation present, passed 89-0.
The Tiger_Lkepes were
toss by Glenn Jackson left the
-HB 97; -requiring political
Kinney out of the track but • function from the Natural Redimmed
in
the
final
Tigers in front 60-53 with only
rates to be the
TpdvertiseMent
was-removed-Leou
officials
said
sive
Department
rces
well
as.
as
minute of action when
1:37 left to play.
Without having to use the saw. air and water pollution control, same ha for other advertising,
Dean
Willis
fouled
out.
6-4 center Rodney Edwards
Felts became the 103rd and which now is handled by the passed 87-1.
Willis joined Thurman
started the rally by scoring
Mrs. Kinney the 104th traffic Health Department.
-1-113 182, licensing and reguFooter on the bench, who
from under the basket with 1:23
fatality for Kentucky this year,
lating landscape architects,
picked
up
his
fifth
foul
The
present
air
and
water
showing on the clock. On the
according to the Associated pollution
88-3.
with
five
minutea__
control commissions passed
play, a very controversial foul
Press.
remaining in the contest-__
and the Reclamation Commiswas called on Tyrone McFuneral services latielts sion would
Adam Limning Came
be abolished in. faCuiston and the Jets took adwill
be held Sunday at two p.m. vor of an
In
and did a fine job until
environmental quality
vantage. Edwards hit the free
at the chapel of the Max commission
an eye injury forced him
under the bill. That
throw and the lead was slashed
Continued from Page 1
Churchill Funeral Home with
to
leave
the
game.
commission would adopt reguThe
to 60-56.
Rev. James E. Bean officiating.
loss of Willis, Leaning
lations and standards regarding
- Jonesand Edwards
Mrs. J.D. Murphy brings in
Burialyeill be in the Salem
and Foster was one of
the environuieul-suid would
two more buckets and with 37
it.tiny Xeodle.
Corrieter?mear
Lynn
Grove
the
key
hear
reasons
for the
appeals agairik anfdeciseconds of action remaining,
Max
with
Churchill
the
Funeral
Jets win. The other
the score was knotted at 60
TEN FEET TALL-James Wells looks like be doesn't even have to leave the graced to pat ads shot Home in charge of the sions made by the head of the
Quoted: "Happiness is
reason was Murray's 23
apiece. The Tigers did not try to
In for two points last night against Benton. Calloway downed the Indians in Homecoming action by arrangements where friends agency or his staff.
neigher virtue nor pleasure, nor
team
fouls
compared
The major opposition to the
to
hold the ball and Tyrone Mcthe score of 87-43.
may call.
this thing nor that, but simply
a meager 13 for North
"open meetings bill," HE 361,
Cuiston scored on a nice move
growth. We are happy when we
Felts
served
had
in
the
U.S,
Staff
photo
by
David
Hill
Marshall.
voiced
in
the
committee was are growing,"
under the basket to put Murray
Army for three years with 14
Porter McCuiston paced the
that it would be too restrictive
on top 62-60 with 30 seconds still
years service in Vietnam. He
Tiger scoring with 20 points
in not ever permitting executo be played.
was employed at the General
"A free press can of course be
tive sessions except _for a few
Jones brought the screaming while younger brother Tyrone
good or bad; but most certainly
Tire- and -Rubber Company,
(Castiased
from
Page
1)
specified cases.
Jet fans to their feet by hitting added 16. Willis also hit double
without freedom it will never be
from the very beginning. The Mayfield.
House Speaker Norbert
two free throws to tie the score figures by netting 10. Edwards
Funeral services for Billie
Survivors
are
anything but bad"....Albert
his
parents,
Mr.
Lakers
were
up
against
and
a
Jones
led
the
Jets
with
19
Blume
said there would be inat 62 apiece. Murray got the ball
Wells, retired farmer of Murray
weaker ball team and were just and Mrs. Bill Felts of Mayfield stances when most govern- C,amus.
out of bounds with 19 seconds and 17 respectively.
Route Three, will be held
Route
Seven
near
Coldwater;
very simply too much for them.
Dr. Wayne Lamb, district Sunday at two p.m. at the
In the two preliminary
mental bodies would have to
left.
L&N Magazine says "The
But the amazing part of it was maternal grandmother, Mrs. meet in a closed session. Othgames, the Tiger frosh fell to superintendent of - the Paris chapel of the Blalock-Coleman
The bell was drown in
trouble with being a good sport
Alma
Cooper of Mayfield Route
the
officiating.
No one really
Jets' yearlings 58-54 while District of the Untied Methodist Funeral Home with Elder Arlie'
- --.-te Gles-ilasilassonad the
Seven near Coldwater; paternal ers agreed, saying the bill is that you have to lose to prove
noticed because the only time
the "B" team of Jerry Shelton Church, will be the guest
_pophomore
would force such meetings to
Larimer officiating.
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